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PRESERVING FRUIT—A CHEAP AND GOOD
ANTI CRUELTY TO ANIMALS SOCIETY.
METHOD.
WORK FOR IT.
\!! fruits, simple as they look, are very compound i
\ simple strawberry e. g. consists of more f
ii<
Not only liaYt wo law- in t]iis state, punishing
a.
dozen elements. A- soon as any body, veg- with just severity tin* abuse of dumb animals, but
il»|e or animal, is ripe, it begins to die: for death a society also, located at Hanger, for the excellent
uly a change among those elements whereby purpose of earing for the poor beasts: especially to
and different compounds are formed. And in see that said law i- enforced. And it is said that
substances,
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fruits, the process by wliieli
is
fermentation,

that humane -o.-h-tv i-
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hnnge n etleeted,
prevent fermentation is

death
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sweetly

I pr.ie long aisle
Tripping so neath.

Envying bonnets—

Envying

laces.

Nodding at neighbor-.
Peering in face**.
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Smiling

so

in

method,

-m ar.

pound

was

for

turned it. declared ho laid boon but that distance,
and had kept the horse w- 11. lint the owner finding the horse exhausted and beating the mark- o|
violent beating, investigab d the ease, and found

to

pound,

Heeding

no sermon :

What they go there for
Hard to determine.
all around them

oaxing benignly.
YVholly uneonseioiim.

Singing divinely.
Prosy discoursing

1 h»n*t suit their whimPlain they assemble
•lust for the
hints.*'
**

M1GGLES.
a relie of barbarism,
belonging to that, instead of live miles, the horse bad been fmiFrom the California Overland Monthly.
when bricks were brought from llol- on-ly driven twenty-live miles, the hottest day of
oid to tliis land of w’ood and clay.
P»oth science this season, without food or drink, till he fell down
We were eight, including the driver. Me
\
mi.ui have fully how n that any thing or from heat and exhaustion, and was then merciless- had not spoken during tlic passage id' ilie last
lire that excludes the air Well preserve* fruits
ly beaten till he got up and back again, more dead -ix miles, since the jolting of the heavy
vehicle over the roughening road had spoiled
I enviable from decay a- well willioul a* with than alive, to hi- owner, who sought redress hv
The fall
I a.i many table vegetables, as given corn. law: hut found, the other part)' being worthless, the judge's last poetical quotation.
-o
ii.
man beside the judge was asleep, his arm
a
are pres, iwd without any sugar what- that im'sides the ruin to his horse, ho himself-—being
the swaying strap and his
imply by removing, and keeping'from them a poor man—would be ruined by the cost of a pros- passed through
time-

.-,

process herein roeom- ecution,'—and so withdrew the complaint. Yet it P
to another cl:.— of cruelty to animal- that vv would
s-i
Tin name nt ihc*e is
ti \
...
I
call th« attention of the society
it
fin < vj ii.i. I>«m nuts. The.-e from their ignotill.g. patent ruhht i‘s and w ires, soldered tin I
>- in. <• and
A
but v. cdoubi w lie! In’.• there istupidity ofb-n inlliet wrongs and dumti.
1 ban
»od -troii!- cl.i** bottles, such as every ! ;il- <*n the poor all i ma I -1 locking to hohol.l: again-1
A
(0 can get eh aj.|\ at the druggists.
which there ought to lie -oino moral, if not legal
lia
,d- m-.oth- d qtiat I holtie >r iar’i* the best form protection. Here an* a few eases in point—I.a-t
'quail Well-glazed earthen or stone jar* year, the editor of a N. V. paper stales that Inii. t
to q and keep fruit well: hut their want of had a tine young row. imported stork, which lie
,ir

by about the

smie

nded for fruit'.

as ‘the sere and vel-1
has suffered some premature i
abatement of his mental and physical fae-:
ultics. Whether he is really the Wiggles—"
Here lie was interrupted by ••Wiggles! ()
Wiggles! Wigglosy! Wig!" and, in fact, the
whole chorus of Wiggles in very much the
same key as it had once before been delivered unto us.
Wc gazed at each other for a moment in
sonic alarm.
The judge, in particular, vacated his position quickly, as the voice seemed to come directly over his shoulder. The
cause, however, was soon discovered in a
large magpie who was perched upon a shelf
over the
fireplace, and who immediately relapsed into a sepulchral silence, which eonti'aslcd singularly with his previous volubility. It was undoubtedly his voice which lie I
had heard in the road, and our friend in the
j
chair was not responsible for the discourtesy.
Yuba Hill, who re-entered the room after an j
unsuccessful search, was loth to accept the i
explanation, and -still eyed the helpless sitter j
with suspicion, lie had found a shed in
which he had put up his horses—hut he came
hack dripping and skeptical. "Tluir aint nobody imi-hiin within ten mile of the shall) v.
and that ar d—d old skeesicks knows it."
Hut the faith of the
majority proved to he
securely based. Hill had scarcely ceased
growling, betoiv we heard a quick step upon
the porch, the
trailing of a wet skirt, the
door was thing open, and with a flash of
white teeth, a sparkle of dark eves, and an
utter absence of
ceremony or diffidence, a
young woman entered, shut the door, and
panting loaned hack against it.
"<>. if your please. I'm Wiggles!"
And this was Wiggles! This bright-cved.
full-throated voting woman, whose wet gown
ot coarse blue stuff could not hide the heautv
ot the feminine curves to which it
clung:
from the chestnut crown of whose head—
topped by a man's oil-skin sou-wester—to the
little feet and ankles.—hidden somewhere in
the recesses of her boy's brogans, all was
grace—Ibis was Wiggles, laughing at us, too,
in the most airy, frank, off-hand manner im-

Shakespeare
or

1

Hut this is

on
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scribed by
low leaf,'

in couples.

the oxygen of the air: to exclude the air. justice, to tumid, liehold now. some lie Id of thi<
in the most perfect manner, is the great kind all white and ready for the harvest.
\ few days ago a human beast hired a horse in
»f piv-erving fruits.
mi Us method* for ibis.
Thcofd.and Stockton to go some live miles; and when ho re-

i.-o

,.<

<nning

Whimpering softly,

boil the fruit a
t he boiling
air from the fruit: the sugar taking
il. m ill.
.ii*- ,.!;(••■ and preventing it- return into the

1.1
,,i

CHURCHJ3ELLS.
(

tlii- sort to turn up, that it may make an example
to keep thosesuh- of him:
to
just as young do.-tor and lawyers are said
a Ion- time in their natural state andeondito be impatiently waiting for a row and a tight, that
The great agent which sets up this fetmenta- the one may have broken heads, the other outraged

•-for

t

THE BEWITCHED CLOCK.
halt-past eleven o'clock on sundai
night, a human leg, enveloped in blue liroadelotli, might have been seen entering Cephas
Barberry's kitchen window. The leg was
followed finally by the entire person of a lively yankee, attired in his Sunday go-to-meetin' clotl.es.
[t was in short, Joe Mayweed
who thus burglarously. in the dead of nigln.
won his
way into tin* deacon's kitchen.
Wonder how much the old deacon made
door again !J"
j by orderin' tinthenot to darken hisPromised
him
'.soliloiptized
young man.
I wouidii t. but didn't
say nothin' about wintlers. Winders U just ago.nl as doors, if
there ain t no nails to ti ar \.»ur trowsf- onto.
M under it Sat’ll come down!1 Tlie.-ritb'1' promised me.
i*m afraid to move here,
cause I might break mv shins over 'iimthiu'
or mulier, and wake
up the old folks. Cold
enough to freeze a polar bear here, i >h, here
comes Sally 1"
The beautiful maiden descended with a
pleasant 'mile, a tallow candle and a ho\ ,,|
matches. After receiving ;t rapturous greeting she made a roaring tire in tin- cooking
stove, a ml the happy couple sat down to enjoy the sweet interchange of views and hope
But the course of true love ran no smooth) t
in old Barberry's kitchen than it did elsewhere, and Joe, who wa- making up bis
mind to treat himself to a kiss, -was startled
by the voice of the deaeon. Inn- lather, 'homing from her chamber door
Sally, what are you getting up in the middle of tin' night fi r?"
fell him if- most morning.'' whisper. .1
.Vlimit

head resting upon it—altogether a limp, helpless-looking object. as if lie had hanged him-

self and been cut down too late. The French
lady on the hack seat was asleep too, yet In
a half-eonseions propriety of attitude, shown
anything!
even in the disposition of the handkerchief1
•
which she held to her forehead and which
partially veiled her face. The lady front
Virginia City, travelling with her husband,
had long since lost all individuality in a wild
confusion of ribbons, veils, furs and shawls. ;
There was no sound lmt tin* rattling of wheels
Ik ing absent himself, and the cow
,i
j.i. ..ui- seeing how the preserve* valued at shoo.
Suddeniela" a great advantage. N• %. r hav ing a little delay in delivering herself.—a cattle and the dash of rain upon the roof.
i.
the stage stopped and we became dimly
ii» i.a.l- >.f the fruit corrode this, s,, as. donor came along and -aid the trouble w as—“wind ly
The driver was evidently:
aware of voices.
i. ’in:’ ti'c.l a war or two. to impart an iron
W a- < oiltilli d ill tin* bowel- ..lid lnll-t be |.t out
!
in the midst of an exciting colloquy with
and 1a*tc to tile pre-.rve*. I lo*(-titling
stop-| and plunging a knife into the poor creature, let out some one iu the road—a colloquy of which j
of. oik, or some '..ft dry wood ar< necessary, her life instead of “wind.' and shod out of the
such fragments as “bridge gone," “twenty j
in i*- ui 1’iMii.
f’lilly rip. huunoi Ner-rq.e. owilel s pocket !
feet of water,v “can't pass," were occasion-.
t
the irtie kind: tot over-ripe means the
; ..Ii
Sunn* }< ir> ago a farmer from a neighboringtow n
ally
distinguished above the storm. Then aginable.
in
t
ns
death
staled
"You see, boys," said she—quite out of
,i\
.»f the
early
process,
complained t<» n- how hard Providence had been came a lull, and the mysterious voice from
..in
And every particle of decayed fruit upon him; lir-i taking his wife: next year a tine the road
breath, and holding one little hand against!
the
shouting
parting adjuration:— her side,
i, .III.I he I.a.•■•ted: for this j> the putrefactive proquite unheeding the speechless dis-ow and litter of pigs, and now his best cow was
“'Try Miggles's!"
oine on. n Inch is iis.lfthal “little leaven that | dead from choking-. To our inquiry what he did
We caught a glimpse of our leaders as the comfiture of our party, or the complete demoralization of Yulia Hill, whose features
n. ih the \\ hole lump.”
Ibr the row
he replied—** 1 rammed a pitchfork vehicle slowly turned, of a horseman vanish- i
had relaxed into an expression of gratuitous I
j.. Hut »*\i:i tin Fin it. Tin* method tv.ointhe
and
we
were
rain,
down
her
and
to
our
further
throat,**
through
right
evidently and imbecile cheerfulness—"You
question ing
see, hoys
11.1.1 hv the highest 'cieutilie authorities/—one w hat h«- thought killed he. her -aid—“killed her! ha, on our way to Miggles’s.
M ho. and where was Migglcs':1 The judge. ! 1 was morn two miles away when von passed
hi. Ii our family u>os with good 'tteeco,—i* this: ii w i- that eii-.-ed
pitchfork: for I found it went
down the road. 1 thought you might pull up
our authority, did not remember the name,
I .a
mall juicy fruit', add in layer' a* you would clear through the -wallow into the
windpipe.** And
and si 1 run the whole way, knowing
The here,
ii mi at. a
much sugar as will give 1 he right 11a- -«» all straight instruments always must, the -wal- and he knew the country thoroughly.
Washoe traveller thought -Migglcs must keep nobody was home hut Jim—and—and—I'm
For drier low
for ihle use,—io stand over night.
bending at a right angle: a piece of .-till* rope, a hotel.
We only knew that we were .-top-! out of breath—and—that lets me out."
i, oil. a- apples amt peal's, some water is added to
or a rag or a bit of sponge firmly tied to a goad, or
And here Wiggles caught her dripping oilwater in front and rear, and that
pod
high
by
ik< a s\ rup -sugar 2 lbs. water 1 quart i* a good other flexible
skin hat from her head with a mischievous
-tick, being the proper instrument, if
was
roek
our
of
A
ten
min-Miggies
refuge.
In tin- morning put the fruit witli all their
twirl that scattered a shower of rain-drops
anything i- required. If. however, as sometimes utes' splashing through a tangled
by-road,
oid- as above, into a porcelain \c**el—a new tin
happen-, the choking cause i- in the windpipe, the scarcely wide enough Ibr the stage, and wo over us, attempted to put hack her hair:
11 doe- W ell
and heat ills! CUoUgh to Well *r;dd more it i>
pushed down with anything the wor-e,— drew up before a barred and boarded gate in dropped two hair-pins in the attempt : laughall downward passage here ending in the lungs. a wide stone wall or fence about eight feet ed and sat down beside Yuba Bill with her
t:< »i n i\«.
hands crossed lightly on her lap.
t he IMiitics or jars being thoroughly ; The o111 \
reined) here i- either to wait for the thing high. Evidently Miggles's. ami evidently
The judge recovered himself lirst, and esaii'ed lo repealed washing' iu saleratus water,! t
did
not
a hotel.
or
to
some
to
Miggies
gel
up.
good
keep
I..-coughed
-urgeoii
j
an extravagant compliment.
1
to be put into a dish of cold water, and heated
sayed
The
driver
down
and
tried
the
the
w
and
let
it
out
that
got
open
indpipe
gate.
way, as i- of"I’ll trouble you for that hair-pin.'' said
lb.* boiling point, a- all gla** may !»•■ without t.-n dmic on a human
It
was securely locked.
patient, and alway- with -m! ill
Wiggles, gravely. Half a dozen hands were
by tliis s|oW healing Un tiled. Some melted
“Miggies! d Miggies?"
2
beeswax.
eagerly stretched forward: the missing hair2
Xo answer.
m.nt
pre\iou-ly prepare.!— parts
I • it thi- -i * I
i-not
alone
cnielt)
practiced by
in. I part tallow : a cheaper. 1 lb. rosin. '2
ui'
“Migg-ells! Vuu Miggies!" continued the pin was restored to its fair owner: and Witt’
unthinking people. About a year ago a well-edii-:
gles, crossing the room, looked keenly in tin*
driv
er \\ ilh rising wrath.
i* to he oi< hand and melted while the
\ illow
rated clergyman from Knox (’o. called at our re-i- 1
lace ot the invalid.
The solemn eyes looked
in
the
i4ii
M.d the jar* are heating. Into the hot jars
joined
"Migglesy!"
expressman,
deu
with an open horse-doctor hook: and pointback at hers, with an expression we had
“O
u
it.” hot piv-er\.
persuasively.
Miggy! .Mig!"
tilling them full to the stop- ing to a
,
recipe in it reqm-ted to have the prescriplint no reply came from Ihe apparently in- never seen before. Life and intelligence
1
When 1 h* e are put in level with the to)) of the
tion mad*1 up: -a> ing hi- horse had become -i« k sensate
seemed to struggle back into the rugged
-Miggies. 'The judge, who had linallv face.
t »• t .i
pi mine in the stoppers wipe dry liotli and lie
wished to give that medicine. Reading the
Wiggles laughed again —it was a
got the window down, put his head out and
io
i
m i t lie outsid. of those part* of the jar.*
recipe, and finding ii, as nearly as we remember— propounded a series of questions, which if singularh eloquent laugh- and turned her
5.1
Inand the eeinelit are to go, to i II< 'hlornform 1 oz. Aconite 1 oz. belladonna 1 oz.—
answered categorically would have un- black eyes and while teeth once mure toward
in
adhesion. Spread on the cement *o as
all the most powerful of medicines, and all to be doubtedly elucidated the whole mystery, hut 11*.
iii-r-M Miiy to e*»ver all places which can admit air.
“This altlieted person i*“ -he*it:ited the
given at once,—we advised in the strongest terms which the driver evaded by replying that “if
cool dry cellar.
,1 udgo.
Many as tliese direct ions
i\..pin
ure
didn't
to
want
sit
in
the
coach
all
it.
it
would probably
night
against giving
assuring him
II
tin v an* all performed in less tinn* lhan it takes
“Jim,” *aiil .Miggh -.
kill hi- hor-c in live minutes.—leUinghim tin* above we had better rise up and sing out for Mig“Your lather:1"
t
t:i\e iln*m t>* you: and if faithfully done it will;
pitchfork ease, but he -aid h*1 knew all about
“Xo.”
Sii xve rose ii)i ainl called on
fotlitd a < heap alld good lueliiod.—only 'liable t>>
Migglos in
lior-cs—he loved them : knew all about their nature
“lire >ther?”
'!,! objection nl “not keeping Well”—all good tilings j
chorus. Thou separately. And xvlien xyc
-o
and di-ea-e-: didn't
milch as call for advice as
“Xo.”
had linislied, a llihernian fellow passenger
ui!- loo quickly consumed,
fhaf all.
for lb- medicine. We directed him to an apothe“1 lusband ?"
from the roof called for ‘'.Maygells!" xvhercat
All
\ link* thing-more w ill add t<* the seeuriiy.
cary where lie could get his prescription tilled, xve all
Miggel- darted a quick, ha I l-delia ill glance
While
xve were laughing
laughed.
« \
of
have
been
to
tin
heating,
processes
solely
at the two lady pas-engers, who, 1 had noagain warning him of the result; in a short lime he the driver cried “Shoo!"
I
and not to cook the fruit. All heated^
i-. ! the ail,
returned not so lively a- when he left, saying—
Wo listened. To our infinite amazement ticed, did not parliei])ate in the general
o
.i
shrink iurooliug: vi that the jar-, brimful
masculine admiration ol Higgle*, and -aid
•|>oetor. you was right—that confounded stulf kill- the chorus of
“Migglos" xvas repealed from
■\ in n hot. w ill have
an empty spaci—a vacuum
'd my-horse in live minute:-a fine animal I the other side of the wall, even to the final gravely, “Xo. it'* Jim."
to
In ii cold, whii'li tin air seektill by an alino*There was an awkward pause.
Tin* I uly
><> for: almost valued it a- and
wouldn't have taken
supplemental “Maygells."
in
ie pressure of lf» lb*. Jo tin* square inch—oO or j
passengers moved closer to cadi other. 'I he
echo," said the judge.
my life. <>. that I had minded yon."
“Extraordinary
i.i |l»s. iu
Washoe husband looked abstractedly at the
jar stopper, which ibis great pressure!
Now, gentlemen of the anti-cruelty to animals.so“Extraordinary d -d skunk!” roared the lire:
ami the lull man apparently turned hi*
ill wholly or partly drive in unless very tighi-lil"Come
out
of
drixer,
too—for
their
and
and
ladies
kind
hearts
clear
that,
contemptuously.
ciety.
inward for self-support at this emert oe*.
This i* tin eau*e of much preserve-«ipoiling:
eyes
and
shoxv
Be
a
be
Migglos,
in thi- great work.—the won I iheads ought to
yourself!
yuan,
Hut Miggles’s laugh, which was
ii u may he easily preveiit(*.l iii this way : A* soon
gency.
Don't
hide
in
the
dark
I
xvonldn't
:
ftill of ju-t -ticli ea-es of abuse to dumb animal -: Migglos!
“Come,"
if I xvere you, Aligglcs," continued Yulia very infectious, broke the silence.
tin.mi nt i* applied, put on u mustard-box covand tin- greatest, the most needed and most diffi141i'ii the jar hmtom up and till tin* cover with
Bill, now dancing about in an excess of fury. she said, briskly, "you must be hungry.
cult of vour work i- to save the creatures from this
bear a hand to help me get tea?”
no li, d
"Migglos!" continued the voice, ••<) Alig- Who’ll
emcui.
Tliis both adds to making the jars
comities- host of 1 heir pretended friends. For there
She had no lack of volunteer*. In a lew
ii -i ii-Ut
and relieve' the stopper* from all dangers
gles!"
u as never one siek. from an elephant to a featlicrless
Yuba Bill was engaged like Caliban
ii '-m the ,.i.- -Ur.*.
“Aly good man! Mr. Mvghail" said the moments
It' you haven't enough of those
in bearing logs for this Miranda : the expresschicken, but would have fared like these poor cows
judge, softening the asperities of the name
or other thin*', for a few cents the smart
man was grinding coffee on the veranda : to
and the minister's horse, if a fortieth part of the pro- as much as
possible. “Consider the inhosin Itn tin-shops will make enough to save
j
the arduous duty of slicing bacon
and the fruitless cutting vccnmmemlcd
myself
seiiptions
of
shelter
from
the
inclempitably
refusing
•..mi
doil ii
besides encouraging the fun* fellows
had be. n followed. Some years ago we had a v ain-! ency of the xveathcr to helpless females. was assigned : and the Judge lent each man
'■*. \ uiii |<aliuii.iyv.
able hor-c which became my-leriou-ly lame; every Really, my dear sir—" but a succession of hi* good-humored and voluble counsel. And
)i
U Ink- in iiiakin
tie j
ll
preserves lln"ther person we met knew just vvliat the trouble “Migglos,” ending in a burst, of laughter, when .Higgle*, assisted by the Judge and our
j Hibernian “deck
heal i- 1o expel Ihe ail eontained ill 1 lie
t,|. |
passenger.” set the table
w.e : every one had a certain
remedy, some several: droxvnod his voice.
it
if a dill, rent principle governs in jellies: the-e
Yuba Bill hesitated no longer. Taking a i with all the available crockery, we had bemo-1 of tlions harmless, ridiculous or useless.
but
|
come
in spite of the rain that
mere
..mhination- of the fruit element- hv a aficr
-mdydig up the anatomy of the horse, and heavy stone from the road, he battered down ! beat quite joyous,
the windows, the wind that
mI
Hein e for the produetion of
of distillation.
the gate, and xvitli the expressman entered
against
some
scientific
works
on
horsecarefully reading
tin* ■•-. heat i
the enclosure. Wo followed. Xobody xvas whirled down the chimney, the two Indies
Ihe right agenl; tolerably hot and
j disea-es. kindly furnished us from the library of to
be seen. In the gathering darkness all who whispered together in the corner, or the
pin k eooling i- [.roper. Yet ton much heat ln rc Hon. 1»iv id Sear- dr. who makes horses a
specially that xve could
j
r-P p- the distillation or jelly process and runs
distinguish xvas that xve xvoro magpie who uttered a satirical and croaking
| on hi- island farm in Scarsport, we concluded that in a garden—from the rose-bushes that scat- commentary on their conversation, from his
oto tin* eatids -tage, giving a hlaek, slinky ma-s,
from
had
was
the
and
so
it
trouble:
I corns
-hoeing
tered over us a minute spray from their drip- perch above. In the now bright, blazing lire
;i iit'_ al.oiil the-ante relation to true jelly as the
proved: attention to this cured the hor-e in a .-hort ping leaves—and before a long, rambling we could see that the walls were papered
to
the
l.e.-i
-ugar
granulated.
illustrated journals, arranged with femtime,—mo-t of my friends, the horse doctors, not wooden
building. "Do you know this Alig- with
One of lln* mo-t intense poisons
him Kuri l's.
inine taste and discrimination. The furniture
coming so near to the ease as to get the right leg.
asked the judge of Yuba Bill.
|
glos?"
|
oovvn -prnssie aehl—exi-l- largely in the stones
Truct these will turn upon the doctor- of the hu“.Vo. nor don't want to,"said Bill, shortly, was extemporized, and adapted from candle
Irnil-. For this reason cattle are somet imcs killeases, and covered with
man being, and charge them, many of them, with ! xvlin felt the Pioneer
Stage Company insulted boxes and jjacking
l l.\ eating wild eherries.
Preserving these fruits, as much
calico, or the skin of some animal. The
in
his
gay
the
sometimes
contumacious
oft*
cutting
ignorance,
person
wrong
by
Aligglcs.
most people do. without renewing the prussic j
“But, my dear sir," oposlulaled the judge, arm-chair of the helpless Jim was an ingen
! limbs, and doing as much mischief in general, as
on* variation of a Hour barrel.
id part—the pits or stone- is. therefore, highly
There was
as
lie
of
the
barred
thought
gate.
they, blit the eases are very unlike; lbr while huinger..it-, and contribute- not a little to the poor
“I.onkoo here," said Yulia Bill, with fine neatness and even a taste for the pieluresqu
man patients can speak, scold, protest against bad
to be seen in the few details of the long low
health, if not t«. tin* mysterious deaths, of many
treatment.—the poor beast- have no voice to pro- irony, “hadn't you better go back and sit in
r.nnli.
For it matters not whether those parts j
coach till yer introduced? I'm going in," room.
test against, nor hands to throw away the niediThe meal was a culinary success. But
aeaten
for if cooked and allowed to remain with
and he pushed open the door of the building.
'cines, and so deserve our commiseration.
A long room lighted only by the embers of more, it was a social triumph—chiefly, I think,
'in' >ofi part-of the fruit, the prussic acid diffuseTor both sorts of praetioners, as for everybodv,
in guiding the
a tire that xvas
If tin..ugh. and poi-oiis the whole. Y\V never
dying on the large hearth at owing to rare fact of Miggles
the great need of remedy for these evil- i- to be
all the questions herself,
its further extremity.
conversation,
The
asking
xvalls
,i a
of
in
that
pootiful
plum preserve- prepared
curiously
: toiind in the reqm*-t of great (iocthc as he lay dvpapered, and the flickering firelight bringing yet hearing throughout a frankness that re..ennier w ithout feeling the effects of pru-sie acid.
the window- and let in out its
light!
ing—“bight!
open
\
m e tie* pit- -eparate from the flesh remove
grotesque pattern. Somebody sitting jected the idea of any concealment on her
more light.”
talked of ourselves, of
in a large arm chair
by the fire-place. All own part. So that we
hem.
this xve saw as xve croxvded together into the our prospects, of the journey, of the weather,
THE BEST OIL FOR TOOLS.
of each other—of everything hut our host and
room, after the driver and
INFORMATION WANTED.
expressman.
A mixture of laid and rosin after being melted re“Hello, be you Aligglcs?" said Yuba Bill hostess. It must be confessed that Miggles’s
i he follow ing will explain itself. Every one who
mains tinitl at common temperatures and d<><-- not
conversation was never elegant, rarely gramto the solitary occupant.
a- trn d
butter-making in cold weather lias e\pe- I become rancid. It. was first proposed bv Prof.
The figure neither spoke nor stirred. Yuba matical, and that of times she used expletives,
<
a need the same
Mmstcad
of
as
a
The
Yale,
lubricant
reasons
for
it
for air-pumps,
arc
good
diftictilty.
Bill walked xvrathfully toxvard it, and turned the use of which had generally been yielded
we n\
and w ithout ugge ting them now we in- I or at least for soaking the leather washers w<cd in
to our sex.
But they were delivered with
the eye of his coach lantern
as it does not corrode them
pneumatic
apparatus,
upon its face. It
ri the letter to call public attention to tin*
subject, j| however long it may remain in contact with them. "’as a man's
such a lighting up of teeth and eyes, anil were
old
and
face,
prematurely
..mi we trust that all win. have any light on the
It is a most excellent article for greasing boots to
wrinkled, xvitli very large eyes, in which usually followed by a laugh—a laugh pecumailer will let it -hiiie to the editor or through this I render them water-proof, and it answers well for
there
xvas that
impression of perfectly gra- liar to Miggles—so frank and honest that it
protecting coarse tools of steel or iron that have to tuituous
| be
«
p tper. before -now flies.
laid away for some time.
solemnity xvhieli 1 had sometimes seemed to clear the moral atmosphere.
Once during the meal, we heard a noise
It is new to me that good sperm oil will destroy seen in an owl’s.
Mommu:. June 30, ISfiO.
The large eyes wandered
line steel instruments. As I happen to have a small h'oni Bill s lace to the
I»i'. I*. Simontox:
hear Sir:—Having read
and finallv like the rubbing of a heavy body against the
lantern,
case of desseeting instruments oiled with sperm oil,
This was shortly
outer walls of the house.
fixed their gaze on that luminous
m itu things in
your articles published in ll»e Uc- I became frightened, especially as >ome of them hail
object, followed
by a scratching and sniffling at the
But 1 find on exam- without further recognition.
i- 11• 1;■ *:111 Journal which an* new and interesting to not been touched in a year.
“That’s Joaquin,” said Miggles in
Hill roslrniiHMl himself wilh an oflort.
door.
ination that my fears were groundless. They are
w ill \uii Im* so kind as to
01
give me and my neigli- as
lie you deaf? You ain't dumb reply to out-questioning glances; “would you
bright and free from corrosion as when they last
“Miggles!
uwho have tin* same trouble some information
left the instrument maker's hands.
know:” and Yulia Hill shook like to see him I'-’ Before we could answer,
a- lo ihe mis', of butter not
Linseed oil is good for coarse tools. Whore tin* anyhow, you
coming well in winshe had opened the door, and disclosed a
the insensate figure by the shoulder.
1"i'•
I h.i\> kept from three 1«» five cows for the tool can be warmed surtieienfly to melt tallow, it
To our great dismay as Bill removed his half-grown grizzly, who instantly raised
be rubbed with that article* and then carefully
lad l'» y. ais, and made from tinOfoTiOO lbs. of bui- may
willed. Enough tallow will adhere to protect ii band, the venerable stranger apparently col- himself on his haunches, with his fore-paws
lt r evi-ry year: churning it myself in from 1« to 30
thoroughly.
lapsed—sinking into half his size and an nu- hanging down in the popular attitude of
The late Frank Forrester (If. W. Herbert) tolls dist
minute
usually. laM fall I once churned two
ingiiishahle heap of clothing.
mendicancy, and looked admiringly at Migus that the “soveroignest" thing on earth for wardimiii's, ami another lime eight hours without getting
“Well, durn my skin.” said
gles, with a very singular resemblance in his
otf.rust is loon oil: and he further tells us that
Bill—looking
ing
manner to Yuba Bill. “That's my watch•my butter. The eream was tempered as near right the gunners about Raruegat use the inside of a piece appealing!}- at us, and hopelessly
retiring
Please give the cause and the of loon skin for the purpose of oiling their guns to from the contest.
a- we emihl get it.
dog,” said Miggles, in explanation. “(>, he
as the two
Your- lvspeelfullv.
1 lie judge now
keep them from rusting. [< 'ountrv (Gentleman.
uiimlv for lliis trouble.
lady passstepped forward, and we don't bite,” she added,
lilted the mysterious invertebrate hack into! engers fluttered into a corner, “Does he, old
♦I. X. Ni:\i.u v.
Liebig says: “Every farmer who takes a sack of j his original position. Bill was dismissed Toppy?”—the latter remark being address( 'i.nvi'H is the
to the sagacious Joaquin.
“I tell
cheapest and best manure that can* corn or a bushel of potatoes to town, ought, like with the lantern to reconnoitre outside, for
it; dircctly
In had. Nothing pays better than a field of good the Chinese coolie, to carry back an equal or a was
evident that from the helplessness of you what, boys,” continued Miggles, after
of
■ iover
greater
the
mineral
constituent*
of
the
soil
the
under.
It
euriches
quantity
quicker
plowed
this solitary man there must be attendants she had fed and closed the door on 1'rsa Mithan barnyard immure, and puts it in better condi- produce sold, and restore them to the lield from
near at hand, and we all drew around the nor,“you w ere in big luck that Joaquin wasn't
tion. To plow it down well, if it stands thick and | which they have been taken/'
lire. The judge, who had
high, each morning a roller should he drawn over
regained his au- hanging round when you dropped in to-night.”
it- much as can he plowed in a <iav, and a heavy
To ExTiMii isii a Caxdlk. There is one small thority and had never lost his conversational “Where was he?" asked the judge.
“With
• bain
should he fastened to the point of the plow lad in domestic
“Lord love you; he
economy which is not generally amiability—standing before us with his hack me,” said Miggles.
beam to drag it into the furrow. in this way it known, hut which is useful as
trouble,
time
saving
round with me nights like as if he w as a
to the hearth—charged us as an
< an be
and temper. If the candle is blown out hnldim'* it
completely covered.
imaginary trots
man
< lover contains all the elements needed to enrich above
as follows:
you, the wick will not smoulder down, and jury,
the oil for nil kinds of grain, and in larger quanti-1
"It is evident that either our
may therefore, be easily lighted again: but if blown
distinguished | We were silent for a few moments, and
ties than oth< r manures. [Farm Journal.
I upon downward the contrary is the ca. e.
friend here has reached that condition,
listened to the wind. Perhaps we all had the
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same picture before us—of
Miggles walking
through the rainy woods, with her s;(^age
guardian at her side. The judge. T remember,
said something about Una and her lion: but
Miggles received it as she did other compli-

ments, with quiet gravity. Whether she was
altogether unconscious of the admiration she
excited—-she could hardly have been oblivious of Tuba Hill's adoration—1 knew not;
hut her very frankness
suggested a perfect
sexual equality that was cruellv
humiliating
to the younger members of our
party.
1 lie incident of the bear did not add
anytiling in Miggles's favor to the opinions of
those ot her own sex who were
present. In
tact, the repast over, a dullness radiated from
the two lady
passengers, that no pine boughs
brought in by Yuba Bill and east as a sacrifice upon The hearth could wholly overcome.
Miggles felt it: and suddenly declaring that
it was time to
turn in," ottered to show the
ladies to their bed in an
adjoining room.
T on hoys will have to
camp out here by the
lire as well as you can." she added,
forthar
aint but the one room."
Our sex—Uy which,
my dear sir, 1 allude
°t course in die
stronger portion of humanity
—-h™5 been generally relieved from die
imputation ot curiosity, or a fondness for
gossip,
d et I am constrained to
say, that hardly had
the door closed on
Miggles than we crowded
together, snickering, smiling, and exchanging suspicious surmises, and a thousand speculations in regard to our pretty hostess and
her singular companion.
1 fear that we even
hustled that imbecile paralytic, who sat like
a
voiceless Memiton in onr midst, gazing,
with the serene indifference of that Past in
his passionless eyes, upon our worthy councils. In the midst of an exciting discussion
the doer opened again and Miggles re-entered.
lint not. apparently, the same Miggles who
a few hours before had Hashed
upon us. Her
eyes were downcast, and as she hesitated for
a moment on the threshold, with a blanket on
her arm, she seemed to have left behind her
the frank fearlessness which had charmed us
a moment before.
Coming into the room,
she drew a low stool beside the paralytic's
chair, sat down, drew the blanket over her
shoulders, and saying, “If it's all the same
to you, boys, as we're rather crowded. I'll
slop here to-night," took the invalid's withered hand in her own and turned her eyes upon
the dying lire. An instinctive feeling that
this was only premonitory to more confidential relations, and perhaps some shame at our
previous curiosity, kept ns silent. The rain
still beat upon the roof: wandering guests of
wind stirred the embers into momentary
brightness, until in a lull of the elements.
Miggles suddenly lifted up her head and
throwing her hair over her shoulders, turned
her face upon the group and asked:
"Is there any of you that knows me?"
There was no reply.
"Think again! 1 lived at Marysville in'Ah
Everybody knew me there, and everybodv
had the right to know me.
1 kept the Polka
'saloon until I came to live with dint. That's
six years ago.
Perhaps fee changed some."
The absence of recognition may have disconcerted her. She turned to the lire again
and it was some seconds before she again
spoke, and then more rapidly:
"Well. you see I thought, some of you must
have known me
There's no great harm
done, anyway. What I was going to say was
this: dim here" she took his hand in both
ol Iters as she spoke—“used to know me, if
you didn't, and spent a heap of money upon
1 reckon he spent all he had.
me.
And one
day—it’s six years ago this winter—dim came
into my back room, >at down on my sofa, like
as
you see him in that chair, and never moved again without help. He was struck all of
a heap, and never seemed to know what ailed
him.
The doctors came, and said how it was
caused all along of his wav of life—for dim
was mighty free and wild like—and that he
would never get better, and couldn't la-t long
anyway.
They advised me to semi him to
Frisco to the hospital, tor he was no good to
any one and would be a babv all his life.
Perhaps it was something in dim's eves, perhaps, it was that I never had a babv. but I
said Xo.' 1 was rich then, fori was popular
with everybody—-gentlemen like vnurself,
sir. came to see me—and 1 sold out mv business and bought this
yer place, because it was
sort of out of the way of travel, you see, and
1 brought my baby here."’
With a woman's intuitive tact and poehrv.
she had as she spoke slowly shifted her position so as to bring the mute figure of the mint'd man between her and her audience—hiding
in the shadow behind it—as if she offered il
as a tacit
apology for her actions. Silent and
expressionless, il yet spoke for her: helpless,
crushed and smitten with the Divine thunderbolt. it still stretched an invisible arm around
her.

Hidden in the darkness, lint still holding
his hand, she went on :
"It was a long time before [ could get the
bang of things about yer, for 1 was used to
company and excitement. Icouldn't get any
woman to help me, and a man I darsent
trust: but what with the Indians hereabout,
" lin'd do odd jobs for me, and
having overfilling sent from the North Fork, dim and I
The Doctor
managed to worry through.
would run up from Sacramento once in a
while. He'd ask to see ‘Miggles's babv.’ as
he called dim, and when he'd go awav. he’d
say, -Miggles; you're a trump—God bless
you;’ and it didn't seem so lonely after that.
Hut the last time he was here he said, as he
opened the door to go: Do you know, Miggles, your baby will grow up lobe a man \ei
and an honer to his mother; but not here,
.Miggles, not here I’ And 1 thought he went
away sail—and"—and here Miggles's voice
and head were somehow both lost completely
in the shadow.
“The folks about here are very kind." said
Miggles, after a pause, coming a little into
the light again. “The men from the Fork
used to hang around here., until they found
they wasn't wanted, and the women are kind
—and don't call. 1 was pretty lonely until 1
picked up Joaquin in the woods one day
when he wasn’t so high, and taught him to
bog for his dinner: and then that's Polly—
that's the magpie—she knows no end of tricks
and makes it quite sociable of evenings with
her talk, and so l don’t fell like as [ was the
only living being about the ranch. And Jim
here," said Miggles, with her old laugh again,
and coming out quite into the lire light, “Jim
—why, boys, you would admire to see how
much lie knows for a man like him. Sometimes T bring him (lowers, and he looks at
’em just ;w natural as if he knows 'em; and
times, when we’re selling here alone. I read
him those things on the wall. Why, Lord!”
said Miggles, with her frank laugh, "I've
rcan him that whole side of the house this
winter. There nev er was such a man for j
reading as Jim.”
I
"Why,"’ asked the judge, “do you not
this
man
to
whom
have
devoted
|
marry
you
your youthful life ?”
“Well, you see," said Miggles, "it would
be playing it rather low down on Jim, to take
advantage of his being so helpless. And
then, too, if we were man and wife now,
we'd both know that 1 was bound to do what
1 do now of my own accord.”
“But you are young yet and attractive.”
“It's getting late,” said Miggles gravely,
“and you’d better turn in.
Good night,
boys;” and throwing the blanket over bethead, Miggles laid herself down beside Jim’s
chair, her head pillowed on the low stool that
held his feet, and spoke no more. The lire
slowly faded from the hearth; we each sought
our blankets in silence; and, presently, there
was no sound itt the long room, but the pattering of the rain upon the roof and the heavy
breathing of the sleepers.

NUMBER 3
It wa- nearly morning when I awoke IVom
troubled dream.
The storm had passed,
the stars were shining, and through the
shutterless, window the lull moon, lilting itself over the solemn pines without, looked into the room.
U touched the lonely figure in
the chair with an infinite
compassion, and
seemed to baptize with a shining flood the
lowly head of the woman whose hair, a- in
the sweet old story, bathed the feet of him
she loved. It even lent a kindly
poetry to tin
rugged outline of Yuba Bill.' half-reclining
on his elbow between them and his
passengers, with
savagelv-patient eyes keeping
watch and ward. Ami then I fell asleep and
only woke at broad day with Yuba Bill standing over me, and “all aboard" ringing in my
a

ears.

('otic

waiting for

us on the table, but
We wondered about the
house and lingered long after tin1 horses were
harnessed, but she did not return. It was
evident that she wished to avoid a formal
leave-taking, and had so left us to depart as
we had come. After we had helped the ladies
into the coach, we returned to the house and
solemnly shook hands with the paralytic Jim.
as solemnly setting him back into
position after each handshake.
Then we looked for the
last time around the long, low room, at the
stool where Miggles had sat. and slowly took
our seat in
the waiting coach. The whip
cracked and we were otf!
But as we reached the highroad Bill's dexterous hand laid the -i\ horses back on their
haunches, and the stage stopped with a jerk.
For there, on a little eminence beside the
road, stood Miggles. her hair li ving, her eyes
sparkling, her white handkerchief waving,
and her white teeth flashing a last “gortd-by."
We waved our hats in return. And then
Yuba Bill, as if fearful of further fascination,
madly lashed his horses forward and we sank
back into our seats. We exchanged not a
word until we reached the Yorth Fork, and
the stage drew up at the Independence House.
Then the judge leading, we walked into the
bar-room and took our places gravely at the
bar.
“Are your glasses charged, gentlemen?"
-sailI the judge.
ilemnK taking otf his white
hat.
Thev were.
“Well. Then, here' to .1//-/,//,-■. Hod Bless
her!”
Perhaps Ho had. Who knows?
ewas

Miggles

was

gone.

THE GREAT POWER OF GOOD ACTING.

Tin- occasion was the henelit nijrht of Mis.
That laily was plavinji' .lane Shove,
in .M at min's tragedy ot' that name.
The
house ami the front Street theatre is a la rife
one—was crowded,
lathe first tier, on one
side, in a front seal of the l>o\ adjoining,' the
proscenium, was eonspienons the Intrly form
of a sailor, with a larjre, red face, lie was
well known to many of the audience as ('aptain lltiww. the prosperous owner and master
j of an Kastern shore oyster schooner, lie
was watehino the play with intense interest
and feelin", as was manifest from the tears
that eonrsed down his wealher-heaten cheeks.
He also frequently placed his riolil hand nervoii-ly upon his left breast: but whether this
action had any connection with his sympathy
for the heroine of the play, or was the result
of prudent concern for the wallet full of Baltimore and Ohio railroad shinplasters he was
known to carry in that region, the sequel will

Phillips.

-how.
It is proper to state here, that

although the
date of these occurrences was long alter the
money panic of 1 s:t7 (known :e the "shinera") had subsided, and the hanks
j plaster
had fully resumed specie-payments, yet the
Baltimore and < >hio railroad company by some
financial legerdemain, kept the community
Hooded with its one and two dollars bills,
which were almost the only currency used in
the smaller trade transactions of the city
The play had proceeded to the scene ill the
list act where Shore's beauteous wife (late
the omnipotent mistress of Ldu ard the Fourth,
but now by (ilosterV rind edict, an outcast
wandi rcr in the si reels, with none to give her
food or shelter) onus upon the stage, litters
a
heart-rending monologue, and falls exhausted with starvation and fatigue, to the
ground. A- the accomplished actress proceeded ill the melting relation of her woes the
audience were so rapt by her beauty and misfortunes that but few of them observed the
demonstrations of Captain 1 lugg's passion,
Thai gallant sou of Neptune rose slowly to
his feet, convulsed with the throes of a mighty
sympathy, and with tearful eyes and bated
breath listened to .lane’s pitiful story. When,
at length, she dropped to the ground, seemingly in the last extremity of exhausted nature, the captain's compassion reached its clilie sprang from the box to the stage,
max.
bent over her prostrate form, jerked from his
pocket his capacious wallet, tore it open with
trembling lingers, exposing to view his piledup treasure, and exclaimed, in a voice choked with sol.s, and tremulous with unfeigned
emotion :
“Look up. Mistress Shore, look up! By
(!—d, madam, you shan’t starve while I've a
Baltimore and Ohio l’ailroad shinplastcr in
my pocket-book.’’
What follows beggars description. For a
moment the vast audience remained hushed,
as if from involuntary admiration of the bighearted sailor’s generosity and gallantry.
Then, a- the ludiernusness of the scene seemed to Hash suddenly upon them, there arose
such a clamor of stamping feet, clapping
hands, pounding of canes, shouts, roars, yells,
shrieks and seleallis n! laughter as HCVCf he
fore or since shook the walls of any theatre.
In the midst oflhe uproar Manager Wamyss
made his appearance, politely explained to
the captain that Mistress Shore’s wants would
be duly administered to, and succeeded ill
leading him oil'the stage.
Several inetl'eetlial attempts were made to
proceed with the tragedy, but the audience
imbued with the mirth
was too thoroughly
occasioned by the sailor's illusion to settle
Knell attempt of
down to anything serious.
Mrs. Shore to regain tln ir lost attention was
only greeted with renewed convulsions of
laughter and cries for ('apt. llugg. The
shrewd manager only succeeded in restoring
a semblance of order by striking the orchestra,
in full blast, and "ringing on" the ballet, after which a roaring farce was tolerated.
A young married lady, says the Fort Wayne
Democrat, parting from her husband at the
depot in Fort Wayne, one morning, was overheard to utter the following, all in one breath,
terminating the sentence with an all'ectionate
kiss.
"Good-by, Will. Write to me every
day, won’t you';’ I'll expect a letter three
times a week, any way.
Take good care of
my tidy work, for 1 11 want it when I come
back. If Miss S. calls don’t give her more
than fifty cents, for we have to support our
own church, y ou know. Don't forget to bring
my silk dress and shoes. Come as soon as
you can. Good-hv. Don't forget your cane,
and let your moustache grow. Now there's
a good fellow."
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I can't tell a lib." -aid Sal!\
I’ll make it the truth then" -aid due. and
running to the huge old-fashioned .dock that
stood in the corner, lie mt it at liv.
Look at the clock and tell me what tine
i, is," cried the old gentleman up stairIt’s tile by the clock." ail'Welvd 'sail',
and corroborating tin u ud-. the elm k -Intel
live.
l he lover- -at dow u again and re-timed t lie
conversation. Suddenly the -taiim-e In-o-an
to creak.
(!ood gracious ! it'- lather
‘■Tile deacon, by thunder'." cried .Lie
hide me, Sal!".
■■Where can I hide you?" cried tic detracted girl.
Oh. 1 know." -aid he.
I'll -.pieo
the c lock case."
And without another u ord lie e ...
himself in the ease and drew the iloic- k, alint
him.
Tile deacon was dre--ed, and sitting l.nu
self down by the cooking stove, pulled on;
hi- pipe, lighted it, and commenced -iiiokii
very deliberately and calmlv
•■Five o'clock, ell?" said lie.
■•Well. I
shall have time to smoke three or tour pip.
then I'll go and feed the critters."
Hadn't you better go and feed the eril
tors tir-t, sir, and smoke afterward-?" suggested file dutiful Salli
Xo. smokin' clear' my head and wakeme up.
answered the deacon, who seemed
not a whit disposed to
hurry hi- enjoyment
liur-r-r-r whiz-/ ding— ding ! went tIn
clock.
Tormented lightning !" cried the deacon,
starting up. and dropping his pipe on tinstove.
What in creation's that ?"
It' only the clock striking live," said Nu I
■■
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ly tremulously.
Whiz!

clock

ding!

ding! ding'

went

the

dd

furiously.

Power-

of mercy !" cried the deacon.
live! it's struck a hundred air. ady
Deacon 1 barberry!" cried tlie deaeon
Letter half, who had hastily rolled hei'selt and
■•

st

1

iking

plunging down the staircase in rh.
ilde-l state of alarm.
What i- the matte,
of tin' clock ?"
•■(ioodness only knows." replied the old
It'' been in the family these hundred
man.
years and ncM-r did I know ii to earn on
I »efi ire."
AA'hiz! bang! bang! bang! went the clock.
it'll bust itself!" cried the old lady, died
ding a tlood of teal's, and then won't b,
nothing left of it."
It's bewitched." said the deacon, w ho re
tained a (given of New Kngland superstition
in his nature. ■•Any how." he -aid, after a
pause. ad\ aiming resolutely toward the clod
I'll see what's got into ii."
<*h, don’t," cried the daughter, aileetinnately seizing one of In's coat tails, w hile hiI'aitliful w ife hung to tie other.
Don i.
chorused both the women to
now came
u

■■
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getlmr
Li I go my raiment!" shouted the deacon.
1 ain’t afraid of llm 'lowers of darkness."
••

Hut
de

the

women

would

not

let

go.

-o

the

olV hi- coat and while, from
the sudden cessation of resistance, lln-v fell
mon

-lipped

on the Hour, lie darted forward and
laid his hand on the door of the clock-n-,lint no human power could open it. Joe waholding it inside with a death grasp, fin
deacon began to be dreadfully 1'righlcimd
lie gave one more tug. An unearthly veil oof a liend in distress >«mm from the inside,
and then the clock-ease pitelied head lore
most on tlm floor, smashed it- fme amt
wrecked its proportion-.
The current of air extinguished tlm light
the deaeon, the old lady and Sally tied up
stairs, and doe .Mayweed, extricating him -ell
from Jim clock, etfeeled hi
retreat in the
same way that lie had entered.
Thu next .lax
all Appleton was alive with the -torv of how
deaeon liarberry's clock had been bewitched
and though many believed it- \er-ion. .nine,
and especially doe May w eed, etfeeted to di
credit the whole affair, hinting that llm deu
eon had been trying tlie experiment of la a
ing frozen eider, and that the v agaric of the
(dock-ease existed only in
di-temp, red im

heavily

agination.
A I. xxx via;'.- Boil x v
llosxv. I! M. I Yld
•■the Xi -lor of the Missouri liar." a I.ixx x
whose entire lack of ambition lost the faun

his rare and great ability might hate xxmi.
died in St. Louis on Mondaya lb had ape
enliarly romantic episode in his early manhood. lie was the son of lien. Martin Field,
of Xewfane, Yt., ami practised law awhiie in
the courts of his native county
Hi- abandonment of his lucrative practice and remox at
from the State, to which he never returned,
xv.as occasioned by an unfortunate bestows
of Ids affections, under circumstances rarelx.
if ever, paralleled
Me fell in hue with an
accomplished young lady in Windsor, and

though she

was engaged to another gentlesucceeded in xx inning her atleetious and
inducing her to join him in a secret marring'
which was to be followed In cohabitation I
ease the consent of her para ills could be oh
tailed, but otherwise to be xoid. She failed
to gain that consent : and a soon as he could
be summoned from Boston was publicly mar
lied to her first love, xvlm joined her in a nil
in chancery against Mr. Field I n' the dissolution of the secret marriage. Both site and Inr
suit survived her husband, but at last 'In
won it in the supreme court and the ease ireported at length in the thirteenth indium n!
Vermont report-. Mr. Field tell sorely a
grieved at the result and issued a pamphlet
in xvhit'll lie sought to \ indicate himself before
the world. Afterward, however, he married
another lady xxith whom lie lived happily.
She has been dead scxvral years and lour
children, xve think sun ivc them both. Years
alter the strange suit, the lady whom he first
loved and then fought si persistently, then
Ixvice a xx idow, married a merchant of Windsor county who shortly thereafter remox ed to
There they lived for several year-,
St. I a mi-.
moving in the first circles (though never tin l
ing Mr. Field) and where she died suddenly,
ol heart disease, about lour
years since, beloved by all who knexv her.
man.

Vim.in.
Comi: ok rm:
treasures of the Cathedral ot \ aleneia, and side hv side with the lirst shirt
worn by the -Infant .Jesus,' and the ‘skeleton
The eocntrie Elder S-n, well known
of one of the Holy Innoeenls,’ is the ‘goldIt is of anti.|ite to many as an active and earnest Baptist
en comb of the
;
“They
form and workmanship, with teeth on both preacher, once said from the pulpit
sides and is richly jeweled. A beautiful cas- say there’s no family {jovernment now-a-days
as
i
much
there
just
ket in the same cathedral contains the santo But there is—I tell

Tun

Cot.pnx

Among the

Virgin.'

you

ealix, or cup used by .Testis Christ at the last as there ever was; Inn. (leaning ovi'r the
his voice into a tptiet
Supper. It is of line onyx, studded with pulpit, and lowering
dill'crcm-c

“the
is, when
gems of rare value,, has two golden handles, and confidential tone)
and a stand of the same metal. These treas- 1 grew up. the old folks poverned the younp
ones povern the old
ures are not of great value, but they are of ones, now the younp
ones!"
peculiar interest.

ACCEPTANCE.
Stockton, July 21, 1800.
Messrs. J. II. (jreeley, II. J. Woods and S.
I. Roberts, Committee State Temperance
MR. HICHBORN’S

Republican

THURSDAY, JULY 29, 1009.

('ouvention:
1 have tile honor to acknowlol* your favor ol the 20th lilt.,
informing me that at the State Temperance
Convention that day holden in Portland, I
u.is ■•unanimously nominated as a candidate
in i„. supported by the temperance men ol
Maine, for (ioy'ernor of the State for the ensuing year." Accompanying the same is a
enp\ of the resolutions adopted by the Coilx ration.
Like prudent men ol another time, when
breaking away from the usages and conventionalities of the hour, the Convention wisely
made a lull and (dear declaration of principles In which the Temperance men of Maine
ire willing to lie
governed.
first, "We are in favor of equal rights,
and even and exact justice to all.”
In this 1 understand the Convention to in< lude
the bread and comprehensive plan of
i'"construction, by which our beloved counirv. war-worn but not destroyed, indebted
toil net bankrnp:. is again to lit* united upon
it,, b.ee of justice, and equality before the
law fer all races, colors and conditions of men.

3 ouvmtl.

t ientleinen

x-d go llie

I lb
temperance men everywhere indorse,
Iie\ ing a they do. Temperance and Liberv !.. I ic true clem ('tits of good to all men.
Sei end, "We are-in favor of sustaining the
j.iibln credit." live.
f, this proposition 1 trust every true Ameriin i- u illingto assent. Without
public credit
the nation i- comparatively powerless against
inti nisi commotion or external force. Added
ilii- is the farther fact, that heavy public
I e I a ed n ess is a never failing burden upon
tli industrial energies of the people, never to
tolerated a moment beyond actual necessity
Te accelerate this let rigid economy in
late and Nation lie the imperative demand
of c\ on labering man.
1 inllier. tin- Convention declares in favor
I devndopnient of the resources of the State,
\ the aid of v, is,- and
friendly legislation.
i
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A PAPER THAT HAS STUFF.
AN EXPLANATION.
ANOTHER SPLIT!
In justice to Mr. Butler, of the Biddeibrd
Last week we chronicled the lamentable
Tlie Uqcklaml Free Press is considerably
exercised by our statement that the editor did slate of things existing among the colored Journal, we publish the following note from
And now the tele- him:
not always control its columns exactly as lie saints in North Carolina.
Jot knal Office, Biih>efoi;i>, l
would wish, and says—
graph is burdened by the sad tidings that the
men and brethren in the
July 24, 1869.
<,
super-loyal State of
As to the insinuation that we dare not refuse the
Bno. Simpson : Jn the last issue of your
communication of
Nimrod" let us tell the Journal South Carolina, are disputing the truth of the
we are not made of such timid stuff.
paper, alluding to this journal, you say’—
hymn which says—
Ii utterly refuses to head its editorial columns
The stuff that's in a man, like tiiat in a

sword,

and self-assertion, arc sometimes deceptive. And since the Free Press lias alluded to the record
it will not

perhaps

amine its

I trust

This

is allow'd! to include

agricul-

manufactures, &c.,—all of
Inch are pn -ing themsehes upon the attention of the men of Maine, with unusual signin' nice at the present time
loo long have the advantages and opporture.

commerce,

ot our State boon overlooked.

tunnie

And

i"-d ,\ tin inquiry is. shall agriculture, so
long neglected, he fostered, aided and dignified a il deserves?
Shall the special industry of Maine, so usefill in building up her extensive coast, he relume,I t,, her in it- former \ igor and utility?
hall her skilled mechanics, so essential to
t ength of the State, he retained at home,
:li
•
tie,.lunged and employed ? Shall her sailors
be increased and educated for both State and
National defence ? And shall the sails of
Maim hips again whiten every oecgi.i? Shall
her cMcnsh water power, so ready for work.
I.e -mummied to servici everywhere?
Shall the railroad system of tin State li< so
perfected as to improve and cement all the
i in I u-t if(
within, and to share all the advane:'e- naturally aeeriiing from without?
I lie .■ and kindred siihjcets.
including the
moral and inlelleettial well-being of the State,
t '"ether with a faithful, practical remembrance of the sailors and soldiers, who sacriiie, 11 ilia: tin- nation might live, are questions,
,,
might say. now pressing upon the minds
"I Maine for favorable solution.
And. for all these purposes, Temperance
men fi
I that the most valuable production of
a state or nation is it- men : and the
greatest
de-irtietion that can befall any people is the
■'e irtietion of it- manhood.
And the surest
old swiftest destroyer of nations, now sull’crcd to exist. is the selling and drinking of in
ovieating liquors!
Impressed with these
emn ietioii-. Temperance men seek first the
alvation of the manhood of the State; feeling that this secured, and all else fojlowfS as
natural result. And to tliiscttdvvi.il they
a k
the entire abolition, of the trailje in qleoltolie liquors as a beverage. This they will
eek Iiv all moral means, aided by whatever
of leg.ti force the exigencies of the case
may
'■i
I'ractieal results they purpose to
quire
reach, tint eer! liillv by the mildest possible
■'

own

made

we

little,

a

during

that

object

on

we

the

the war,

should

ex-

question

of

stuff.” llel’orc the breaking out of (lie war,
and for a few weeks after hostilities began,
the Free Press was exceedingly fierce in denunciation of the
its stuff

was
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course

of the

republicans,

shown, in such language

as

this

:

‘•The Southern people have hern driven to madness by tlw liepublieans, and are we Democrats
ments.
who have always remonstrated and voted against
«^*S. R. Nii.es No. 1 Scol lay's Building, Court St. the course of t lie Hepuhlieans now
to assist
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this the Washburns. Wilson- and Wadesgoing
with money
paper.
and
to
the
madness
blood,
the
South
for
punish
jS’-Gko. P. Rowki i. & Co. -JO Park Row, New York,
will receive advertisements lor this paper, at tin* lowest; which these same Washburns and Wildes have
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n

be tried in action.

only

can

FOR UOVRRSOR,

Franklin Smith.,
OF \\ ATF.liV Il.l.i:

It

was

speak,

MORE ABOUT THE BONDS.
lation
our

Bangor Whig of Saturday says, in rethe reply we made to its article upon

city bonds—

rush upon Northern- bayonets. They
will not be permitted to cross the tlnv .hold
of the South" !!

must

papers
a

was

to

be mobbed.

It.

was

Ifemoerat, ami especially

dangerous

to

Democratic

a

editor, lint, it was a time for stulf to prove
itself. And the stulf id' the Free Press proved
to be very base metal.

the

It

whereon it

high perch
valiantly,—it squat,—it

came

down from

had crowed

so

111

\ i'Wed from these
t:<m

tie

e

nu

tlattship

mi

(

standpoints, I trust
lunger lie charged

tem-

vyith
"litoeook, gunhoat t tctlysburg,

and ironclad ( enlaur, reached, tjyutiao'o de
t'lllia nil the 1 lt]j inat.
•■real exi ilen.i nl pievajlcd In the city, the
people supp. -mg the iptadrou came for the
Outlie
puriio.se of hoinharding the ]ilaee.
• -'lli
imt. the American Consul visited the
■-'"iiloennk ami had all interview with Admiral
thill.
(>n tin- ldth inst. Admiral Iloil'liad an
interview with the Governor, and on the 14th
hi l. the Governor returned the visit, when
"tlieial salutes were
Admiral
exchanged.
I loll'made a thorough exanination of the circumstance- attending the recent murder of
American-.
The Governor stated that he
ei'iild not resist the clamor of the volunteers
l'»i* their Idoi nl, and consented to their execution "ii tic ground of the late (Japlain-Generd Ihilee
priielanialion declaring lillihusters
Admiral I loll’severely condemned
pirates.
their execution, without a trial, and made a
harp protest against it. The Governof agreed
t'1 allow
prisoners to he tried in future, but
orders have lie n issued to the Spanish
troop,s
not to bring in prisoners hereafter, but to kill
on the
Tie- si pun Iron left
spui
Santiago de
Cuba on the Kith instant, and arrived here

ye-tenLy.
Ci ne I'm: Conisckss.
Dr. Ladd and Mr.
Peter-, the late candidates of the two
parties
for Congress, w. re watching the
manipulation- el the mitsieo-medieal man who has Ibr
a
week past been vending in our streets
“Flagg’s Instant ltelief” to the devoted supporters of those gentlemen, when Peters
ays; “Doctor, can you cure a man who has
been a candidate fur Congress?
If you can
my friend here would like a bottle.”
“Oh,
'ey easily,” was the answer. “Can
you cure
a
man
who lias Ucn to Congress?”—quoth
Ladd. “Oh, no!” was the reply. “There is
no cure for a man who has once been
there;
be i beyond
recovery!"' The two candidates
uided” at Peters’ expense.
[Bangor Whig.
I hr

f. S.

Norlolk, Va.,

Hayden

steamer Seminole which left
on a secret
expedition to the

waters, is now understood to have
ailed lor the purpose of
capturing the Havlien privateer Hem.
This vessel has hnig
been preying on American commerce in that
latitude. The last heard of the privateer was
that she was seen in (ionaives Day with an
American schooner in custody, the
captured
vessel, Hying the SI. Domingo (lag, with the
beneath. The
American ensign
llaytien
privateer is also said to have a large amount
of specie on hoard, which materially enhances
the value of the prize among the crew of the
Seminole.
Advices from Virginia tire that many negroes in
licit stale arc turning conservatives since the election, and many now declare th ;y voted that ticket.

lMNIN'd liOOXI.
contrary to the express provision of the n
stitution, and the larger half kept out of the Alladin's liampieting hall was
snppo
Union on the flimsiest of pretexts, why im a
very grand atfair, but then ai
inquire into the right and expodienc\ of Mas- doubt' existing in my mind about ii
■■

sachusetts
iron rope?

j

It

seems as though we can remember
link* excitement t!n• i. in lsiil. when
another l uited States building was taken and
a
Hag raptured. It made s,,me. noise at the
'This,
time, and ereated a split m the ! ni«>n
however, is an atVair ei. attolher complexion,

being

a

a

revolt of

lilaek Republi*

,tn>s,

negroes, the genuine
against the while livrrrd

ingenious,

but there is

as

so

lie who conies to go to Rome
Think' light of them that stay

I

gotten sight.

~

at

home."

lent le reader, did you ever chance to

the lathornless ocean with nothing In
me and s\\ ill
destruction Imt till frail
little angry if any one should intimate that how Could the soul help hmoMi i ..aim
the throne of (lrace.
they were not of much iiu(H>rlaner'"? Its at

any persons

so

litunhle that

they enjoyed

ing thought "light of,” and who wouldn't
a

sex'

be-

bred

IN

Its claim to

The only other ivnmrk which veins to call
and. bought
for
notice is that this paper makes indecent
lie
bonds,
Twenty
figa
ures a profit of is 1 .a ii) in gold realized in five allusions
charge caught up and repeated
years on the transaction. We were never in! pAi'-rcii like without having any meaning.
When a man or a woman or a paper js free
love with the term bloated liondlnddoi'.''the

greenbacks, during

war.

.smton worth of livn

which is now brilliant Iv li v
and watching the animated crowd wb
Your either proitienailing the saloon
the e

in the blood, which we can no more

above.

Here and ihen some mif.-tr
persons, whose stomachs gel ea-aa
upside down, are seeking their state
hut these are among the few. for tl

goes very
are soon

blit since the Whig has intmdipoil it, we
would like to ask if this is tvx something of
a bloat ?
It desevtUes tin* actual circumstances. ipuler which a large jiortion of the holders of bonds came into possession of them.
They became bloated on jn-t transactions,
not on those in exjieetaney.

with such accusations
sale to

assume

dred lameness

Accordingly
which

against

another

that there is somewhere
the part of the

on

we

announces

it js.
a

k:)t-

act user.

lind that the Fruv- Press
itself as specially a family

paper, with an educational department, tucks
away in its sly advegtjfvmg corners certain

The jirivilo.ges of the bondholder can be suggestions which.tcml to purify the family
sold for a consideration.
The
bloat" is circle, and eiioe.de the youth— as it upd,;rmarketable. Tin* Whig will see by consult- stands ti e matter. “Manhood—hoy; y
amf

ing

government, so solemnly stated by tile courageous- and virtuous.
Whig, is limited by what are known in
MR. HkHBORN ACCEPTS.
broker’s jiarlanee as
options.” The larger

the

The temperance beacon kindk-tfaf.Portland
jiart of the debt is redeemable after live and
within twenty years, as the government may shines out steady and clear. It is not “a
choose. The live years have already expired false light on the shore." It is then* for the
on a large jiortion.
il is not onlv the right, guidance of all honest craft' sailing lot* the
bill the duty of the government to replace harbor of temperance.
The acceptance of .Mr. llielibont, which
these bonds with others, which shall bear a
lower rate of interest and la* made taxable we publish to-day, is a I ntsmess-like document,
by states and municijiafiries. The national that fairly and clearly presents the matter at
debt of England bears but three jiyr cent. issue between the t'eiuperanee men and their
It will lie noticed
Four or four and. a half would be .a high rate late political associates.
lor loans with such a security as these bonds llt;U tike resolutions of the temperance convention are the counterpart of those adopted by
have.
the regular radical Convention, with, the exbe
If m;iy
argued, that ail, e.yiymgo can not
in
be elleeted with such, a fjifi'eivncc in rates of ception of that for enforcing proliiltiiiton.
the
latter
the
men
are
respect,
temperance
interest. Hut hero is where taxation may be
made to aid the matter. While Congress has hold and outspoken, where the- others are
forbidden States to tax these bonds, there is timid, halting and ambiguous. The republican, therefore, who votes for Aka; llielibont,
nothing to forbid a national tax upon them.
In fact they are already taxed in ellect by the votes for all the leading principles of hhs
for honesty in tempeauu b matters
income tax—next to nothing in amount, but party, and
in addition.
enough to establish the precedent. CoinciWe confess that this new movement bass
dent with the offer of the new bonds, let a
our
sympathy, because we like to suit- itue/i
national tax on the old ones go into ellect,
consistent and outspoken. The good J,or«l
heavy enough to equalize them. It cannot and good devil policy is to lie
despised always
be alleged that this is unjust, for the holders
and everywhere. It is Ibis feeling which lias
of bonds have already profited enormously.
driven the temperance men to a course which
Business is suffering because the high rates
will compel the republican [tarty to be either
paid by government are drawing to it money for or
against prohibition, and not sutler it
that otherwise would be invested in new ento any longer play tin* game of last and loose
terprises. And the whole country, or the la- with the
question.
boring and producing portion of it, is crying
The step taken is certainly a. hold one.
out for a removal of the unjust and
unequal They have crossed the river, hurmiJ the bridge
burdens laid upon it by the laws ereatin <r the
and ottered battle. There is no retreat. They
bonds.
must either win or ilisgraeefnltEy surrender.
The Whig and other radical papers talk as If
they win, they incorporate the opposing
though these exactions and injustices are for forces with their own and command the
all time—as though the country and its labor whole. If
they lose, in the future they are
are forever mortgaged to the bondholders— but hewers of wood and
drawers of water.
as though the Shyloeks are to continue indef- Earnestness
and
is their
means of

initely
with

to take the

one

laboring

man

by the throat

vigor

only

salvation.

hand, and ritic his pockets with the

other. But
Four years

tell them it is not to be

so.
The Universalisl denomination of tins Slate
of this kind of lias sustained a severe loss in the death of
financiering will make it the great issue in Rev. Mr. Abbot, of Rockland, wliieh octhe campaign of l.S7g, and the party that goes curred on
Thursday of last week, liis funeral
into the election hearing on its banners a services took
on
and were eonwe can
more

experience

justification of these shameful
be ground to powder.

place

Friday,

wrongs, will dueled by Rev. (tiles Bailey, of this city, and
Rev. Mr. Battles, of Bangor.

steadily, though ir. i- rough
hy a geiiilietnaii u Im j

accosted

to he my old

e.nujilished

preceptor, lb

1!..

surgeon in tie- na\

mu

lie
seated la-side us, and recalling the oUK
< tug friend the (
iptain soon joins its

■

getting along.
Department,

till. SALOON

once more,

■

will appear very differently. That patriot re- heroic virtues, save courage..
lates that he sold stBMtii in gold for sh'lno in that is simply—stulf!

a

he

natural, isn't it, this love of praise? a sort
pardonable pride, horn in the tlesh and

of

—

Standing

dinging itself up rudely into m
jwitli the raging clement around, mil
spray

doubtless. Th.o
help than we can opening our eyes.
radicals,
The same ifti rnoon. Jerome Packard a
north and south will have sober I'tuvs over mlli'il a man named Daley, at lloekport, humble correspondent happens not to form
an exception to the general rule, and besides
the agriAr, but they mu-1 allow us <o smile a lulling him
severely with v.'ltat is alleged to
has a natural curiosity h> see the world. For
liltrehave been brass knuckles.
"I'or'ti-. sport tu lru. > the riieiiiecr
these reasons, then, a favorable opportunity
lloisti’il with hi- own isclard."
A subscriber who thmip’hl lie would save a
(■resenting itself, 1, in company with mv own
It is hard to say what will ho done about :
couple of dollars a vear by stopping the persona! self, shawl and satchel, turned my
Ibis at Washington.
It might ho oallod Journal. wr le to r. a- follows, alter “’olive
hack, without longings or regrets upon the
broach of the poaoi.. riot, revolt, robollion without one issue
good old time-honored ( iivol lloston, and
and insult to the Atg. ill in one. < )r it may
A on uia emit in tie to sent hue the douvnal. set
my hire southw ard for the gay hut wicked
bo sot down as i*trjJTu'.gexce-s of liberty. an The house i- lonesome without it.
metropolis of New York.
That is aimut the wav ihey alt talk!
exuberance vt freedom on the part of the j
\T Till’. 4 »I 1» ('tU.uNY 1)KI*«> I\
now
maiiw citizen.
(Irani
will
Probably
a
of
which
held
trust
f
who
\Y.
Ballard,
by tlic way is a magnificent building
position
[
tvpletvsiv ms tumbler, take a 1 r**-It cigar,
hi the
Insurance Company, ot Xeu both outwardly and inwardly, and cxcccdSecurity
and ask how (lie horses are

carpel baggers,

We Vie Sill'll -lull
As ilre.iiiis are made el\ and our little life
I- rounded with a Jeep."

m

|

■

pere—

herself to France b\
If the States are tied together

hitching

nice as the dining room of the p.
The soft, y ielding carpets, the mas-e
loosely, the Frenchmen, by “a long pull, a deliers, the costly mirrors, till' Inxici
strong pull, and a pull altogether,” may get chairs, the sumptuously laden and r’n Ii I \
t-liat one over to them. We could spare .1
pointed tables, tin bony waiters wit!
certain portion of the State, hut there are
glossy white aprons, bringing yoii if !
good men in it that the country can't afford strawberries and flagrant coffee, a-a
to lose.
your dainty supper, the nicely dressed i,
the Moating annua ot inniimerabl" In
l lte French cable lias reached the const of
Mow er.s, the soft, throbbing', tlirilliiiL' I
.Massachusetts, at Dnxlmry, and been safely strains of
music, and oxer till the In
landed.
It works to the entire satisfaction of
|
shimmering
light of the ga~. leiulii
t he electricians.
The event of course does
anee and beauty to the scene
Do x...
not make the stir which the
completion of it
great sin-teh of the initi"
reipiired
the original Atlantic line did. tun it U neverto fancy one's self in fairy land
Ai
theless a great event, and one of the first imland
can
mix
beitei
I
fairy
get up
thing
portance in a business view. l>v creating
tiki
tpteeu Mab will sml me
new facilities and competition, it will
cheapen most delectable of region-.
the rates of telegraphing, diffuse
intelligence,
A STOKM AT SK\.
and increase business facilities. The success
1>:u*k
from tin* • limn"
C«*min«r
ol ueb enterprises as the ocean
telegraph, the
to watch tIn* long ihn ntciii
stop
I’aeilie Kailroad and the Suez anal at.hint
uliii h lias burst upon us in all il lin t
stride-- in tin march of improvement
Who
now running riot over tl..
Tin- »
bail '.iv where the practical limit lie- in ibis
lashed into a perfect fury In tie
I,.,,
direction ?
driving wind, which moans and
(he band of patriots who are endeavoring to
around us until wr fancy the air is liill
LETTER FROM NEW YORK.
1
regenerate the parly, by rallying il around a
Xr: w York, July .11, lHG'.h
gry ghosts ; tbo rain is descending in
purer organization. And a paper i lost from
the
tliunder
.non
torrents,
in
li>c.itiuii
rolling
1’eople
cli:m<gi11;their
usually
tlie count of last week, of those which would inform tlieir
friends why they do so.
Mv pitilessly" over our head-, and the
support 1 liehborii. This will be made good first proposition therefore is to relate to y ou lightning hurrying and glancing from
by one which \\ li-arn is to be started in this
to cloud.
It i- a grand and never to
1IOW I It.Yri'IMU) TO (d.Ml: HI i
eily. devoted in the support of the temperImre with tl.,

ance eundidule.
So, hat ing conic to an unIt ad- earpet-bagsgas, who went d >\vn there to get
derstanding, we will proceed to basilic
vocated tlie war, and became exceedingly into olio «. and instruct the ni*ii,mi'- how to
loyal. It encouraged Washburn, Wilson anil tote.
AFFAIRS IN CAMDEN.
jin- playful way of expressing disappro- I
Wade, to expend the money and blood of the
(' wnn v. Jitlv .17, ixild.
country it endorsed the reign of terror ami hat inn bv riots and light ha been taie-hl die ! • til Sundav nigh! the store of Will. Frye
misery- it dropped the bayonet which way tp.j negroes by the carpeldjaggors. with the ox-j was entered, by forcing a shutter, hi; safe
stay the southward march of aholib mi-ts ! peetalion that k would bo used ,ololv against opened, and sl7t>s taken therefrom. The
If oitrneighhor desires a motto fort!-,e head of 1 tcnioerats. tint tIifit gun li:is lot :i charge robber
passed out at the cellar door. No arhi paper, let us suggest that he .piote Shakes- out nljlio 1m’oooIi. lnuoli to the
dismay of tin rest have bei n made.

the quotations of bonds that the jiivmium resfejcd." “Science of life, pri.J'ty>i.|\ illys'Excesses" “Preve.jilj'uu,'' Are, A.v
front twelve to about twenty-live dol- liaut,
ranges
will
with
I*<
And
lars.
It
tin
in
Thisronslitutestlie
bloat.
includes
ease
the
pivvetiiion" should pot
j
eiilerlniiiing Imt ‘•une idea." Theirs is a
I• >11n■ 1;11i<• 11 plan, not only for the advance- high rate of interest, the lav exeinjition and work, there are MiU other suggestions from
ment of good. Imt tortile destruction of evil. the
gold jiayment. if he -ells *|,,j bond' a phy.-ietAA in an ohseure street, wVp anAmi here. I trust, they will meet no antaglie still eoutimies to realize tki sx jirivilcges W'UI’Ahv.' that persons “may rely on Uiu> with
inii in from existing political parlies.
Most
in another form. For.Sitiul in uve-fiyenliv-'U she strictest seeresy and eonfuk-n,.e., what11re. 1 ly the true men of all
parties cannot
de ire oilier Ilian the ultimate good, ami the he can get about .rl too in bpn.iN of*tjy.. rev ever may )ie the disease, roegt/c.'if or situade I rin-tii in of whatever lies in its pathway.
of Belfast, while .‘■Mono in, grcciyUteks will tion of any. married or skjglc."
la thi~ spirit, and to these ends and these
It is pretty evident oi.'i.l under the eilnea.■jtt.lttp yyoi'Ui T led' die advantage
ilniic, tolly appreciating tlie sacrifice involv- buy only
ed. in distrust nl my own anility, hut fully of bvilig bloaticd*; o,r. -i.iled in ligures, the tionai system of Hie Free 1’iv-s the school
•
mi I'n I' nt -if the Hied I riu
m] >h oil he principle bondholder i;s Idit-med to the extent of thirty- hoys and girl r ol Dockland will know all
at i in : in malice toward- none who
may live pit* cent. In relation to exchanging se- that i- wc-r.h knowing, ami a. good deal that
dilVi r iii opinion with myself: and (litijhljthiit ought to be called the Free and
curities. holders must judge for themselves of isti t
In
l\
-pi al.iny charity of all from whom. 1
r.n.-\
Press.
We don't wish It understood
the
be
to
derived
from
transactions
d i lie 1
I aeeepl 1 lie lloilor' of the nom,hiatfoll
advantage
tendered: a-kie
noon t!ye whole temperance of this kind.
Men differ in their wavs of! that our eotcinporary does these things
nne enieiii.
tlie» ■•considerate judgment of
thinking about the matter. They ■.■ Jcuiale | gratuitously, as we King out our jokes, which
jieiiik'ii.l. oid 're yraciou- favor of Almightv the
security, the interest, and t',e hdlueiiee of it calls bpWwweies. It don't educate the
t "III
I ,e'r 1
ll:t\ e peace.'’
future events upon the investment* and act as youth in that direction without pay.
It
N. (i. Iln imoiix.
their judgments may dictate. This i- inv- -corns anything of the kind that hasn't profit,
CUBAN AFFAIRS.
ersely what the Waldo farmer did when he lint plaster a couple of greenbacks over its
IIAt vx v. di n dd. The Spanish troops
preferred Belfast, honds to those of the gov- eyes, and it can see in this nothing-more obat I’.araeoa leu e
captured and shot (ill rebels. erntueni at. thirty-live per cent ililfeivnee in jectionable than in the ten eomnianilments.
I'he eliulerais decreasing at Puerto PrinciIts virtuous indignation mob., a,- did its Ijerce
price.
pe
hi' W
'll if* contract between the hondhohler and valor in
Let b
i. dim dd.
1801.
eoiiUuun* to be
Aumiral I Ip.tlj
J11 >

with Chamberlain's name, :tml inmv than intimates
that it will support Uiehhorn. We copy from a
\Ye don’t get these afflicting tidings from late iiumher the following—
•*\ow, what are you going to do when two men
any copperhead source, but take them pure equally qualified present themselves to you for assistance
to ofliee, one of whom (Chamberlain), lias
and unadulterated from the columns of the
simply voted as nine-tenths of any party do, while
the othei (lliehborn), lias mntributed freely in
Bangor Whig—
time, labor, and money? If you have any doubts
< N Uil.KSTox.
.Inly 21.
a
to what you might to do in the ease, make up
Mucii excitement prevails among Ilu* two wings
little mind that you are loo good for this
oftlH* Keptiblienn parly. Dr. Maekey, tIk* late Col- your
world, and ran do it no sueh good -< rvie< a> by
lector, leads the native wing which includes the
li a\ ing it,”
most of the colored voters, while Senator Sawyer.
In tlie above there is a misapprehension of
Bowen ami (teorge M Clark, the newly appointed
Collector in place of Maekey, lead the northern ele- lads which tines 111c in just i<-i'.
The absence
ment.
of
has
The removal
inh n-ilied i!i. <>f the candidate's name at the head of
Maekey
my
bitterness between the two faction-. On Tuesday
signifies
nothing
politically.
last Clark called on Maekey and presenting hi- columns,
Whether
is
to
it
there
or
not
commission demanded instant possession of the
place
simph a
Collector's oiliee. Maekey refused to vacate then. question of taste, and no name was placed
Clark insisted on immediate surrender, which br- there last
year, neither Chamberlain's, nor
ing refused he entered Mackey's oiliee and attempt- • Irani and Colfax'-. Tlie
parentheses in the
ed to act a* Collector, whereupon he was forcibly
extract are an interpolation and < on
.|m in 1 \
ejected by Mackey's subordinates.
Yesterday not
published in the original. In writing the
Mackey and other custom house ollieials were arrested at the instance of Clark on the charge of a-- the article I had not the remotest thought of
stmIt and obstructing an olliccr of the revenue, and either Chamberlain or Ifieliborn.
llclieving j
were hound over to answer before C. s. I'ommisthat tlie re-nomination of Mr. (', was tuisioner on Monday. I luring the hearing of the case
<'lark with a posse of three men forced their way ealled for and would In- fruitful of discord to
into the custom house and took possession, w lii. ii the party, this paper opposed sneli a consumlie still retains. The partisans of Clark attempted mation : but il does not refuse to
support that
to serenade Messrs. Sawyer and Bowen last night, nomination it
now being made I'airh and in
hut the colored Republicans rallied in large immthe usual manner.
Ikts and prevented the serenade, charging the procession and capturing iis Mag, w hich they carried
Respectfully, d. F. Hiit.i:t;.
in triumph to Mackcv, at his resilience, 'file colorThe extract from the Iliddeford dournal
ed Republican- bitterly donminec ill action of the
Administration in removing Macki v, and declare was clipped from another paper, as we pub-j
that ( lark, the new < 'olleelor, i- a tradorto the R id- li-hoil it.
Of course, if mir friend has been
i< al party.
il is jnsi that he should have I
Charleston! W hy. p-ivt that the place misinterpreted,
the opportunity to set himself right.
Hut we
where another rebellion began, some years
are sorry to be obliged, to count him out of

surrendered.

The appropriateness of this is manifest
and puts his
since
his political fierceness so soon went fo i
another
arguments shrewdly
side to the ipicslion. Bel him state the mat- slumber under the soothing inlluenee of,
ter as fairly as did Lew. Barker, in his com- radiial reward or radical threats.
Hereafter
munication to the Kennebec Journal, and ii let the 1 ree Press boast of any or al! the
Our brother is very

,,

“YouHil-tle hands were never made
To tear each other’s eyes.”

excellent stulf -in uppeniitiioc.
Hut the limes .peedily became pretty rough. ago?
Men began to. be arrested, and Democratic about
be

After giving the fai t as stated, we simply undertook to explain that the line and ery of the Democratic press in relation to "bloated bondholders" is
all bosh, and this extract from the Journal proved
it so. If a man exchanges i nitial States lumds for
others, does lie not do it for protit. and because the
otlicrs arc more valuable? Dai yon suppose that
any sane mini would be anxious to get rid oi paper
which is so very profitable as tin Democracy have
attempted to make it appear upon J lie mere shadow
of a prospect that it will be depreciated;? <’nn the
<iovernmeiit oli/i'fr him. to exchange these securities for less valuable ones? Those are points of
considerable interest to the main i|UCstiou< a- to
whether United States honds are so very "bloated"
in value. Tile mail wlto holds United States paper
payable a,t a certain time with certain interest and
exemptions. call hold the (iOiei'Ulnellt to it- 1*011tl’aet, and will only eveliaiiee it for more valuable'
securities. 'I’he simple fact stated by lla* Juimiai. \
therefore, fairly proved it- former theories relative
■to “bloated bondholder-" to have been for parly elfeels. Facts and Democratic theories and litrmvs j
do not at all agree.

stuff which Jed the Free Press to
as May 8, 1801, of “Lincoln

late

and the reign of terror and misery which his
election has produced." And the stuff of the
Free Press culminated and shone as brightly
a- the seimetar of Aladdin, when it. declared
that justice must be done to the South, and
added, “Those who attempt to go farther

That

The

as

correspondent calls our attention to the I portly though kind-hearted and vcrx
being found with the administra- ble wife. Congratulations over we
tion, by the Boston Journal and other radical gether and pass through the saloon.
papers, because it is doubtful about the right the broad and elegantly carpeted -ton
of Massachusetts to permit a foreign com- a carpet-eoveTcd and iinely furnished
n
pany to land a telegraph cable on her coast. or passage-way in front ot which
Me thinks that, considering recent experience, dies Cabin, in itself a rich and well ap|,
this new born regard for stale rights, is some- parlor, turn to the right, descend
thing remarkable When Virginia is divided broad flight of steps ami enter the
A

fault that is

his

(piaint interesting

v.

style takes

u

Australia, and w see w ith I,
voyage
huge mountains, th< immense tmim I
to

■

the new railroads. The doctor tell n
:
defaulter for still.ink). When it j iugly well kept, one secures a ticket and
an interesting story of the war.
--loppii
disci
who
was always buys a newspaper.
The
latter
well
Ballard,
veivd,
being
will enter into a calculation of how mam I
and (lien to listen to the eviptisilr mehhI
a man of remarkable piety, was unfolded, from behind its sheltering folds you
considered
j
j
troops will ho needed to quell the m u re- 1
is ringing out from the violins and
watch as you wait the busy crowd as they
at the Yo lilt;’ Men's Christian Association, in
bellion. And Itoboson the new Secretary of
throated cornets abovv u-.
And tlm
to
and
fro
in
a leading part in the exer- I jostle
their
to
secure
Portland,
taking
eagerness
the Navy, will hitch up bis trow sers, take a
adventure and anecdote. :
music,
You
cise-. He eave some excellent advice to the seats in the outward bound trains.
fresh quid, and blast his fore, main am! mlzuntil eleven oY|.«!
It is hard to quickly come to the decision that this is fun, glide swiftly by
in an address.
Schools,
Sunday
zen top-sail-sheels. lifts and bunllines.
< hi deck at four oh V.„ : o
we retire.
so
of
how
their
morand
continue
vour
as
uni
men,
tell
the
long
occupation
Iiy
professions
As for the Democracy, we don't see what
morning- with tlm delerininafi',
have time—hearing and seeing much to in
works.
-i 1 maolii lory really
they a) e. called Upon to do. except to latlg'h
Iasi two hours sail
I
struct and amuse.
On thi- particular night
at vlv* fan. ami the- wonderful progress ihal
11' Till. IJ.H Ml.
(YEN. SMITH'S ACCEPTANCE.
the gates are unlocked at precisely ten min
the now. patent. d nd.le-twi ted and dvedI’m;in.\xii. .IY i.x lit. lsii'Y
utes jiast live, and “Cur- read} for Fall and well is inn- roput} lor tin* (innl l.
in-the-wool radicalism i- making in rerun
(.
hi:axki.t.x Smith :
I lie lutniftung i- Invelv. I In
Hirer,” rings through ;>«■ Depot. There are rising.
st met ion.
Dear Sir: At the Democratic State Couvensi ion
is
the
train
just
ail'd
rough
WiMtgli IIIun la I ■ ■ i:■ I i.v
many passengers,
long
Since the above was in type, tin* account iion hcl 1 at
Banipir on the litltli of ,1 une. you
mis trealViV/sittn look
and
each
an
tilled,
other
friends
are
[iri'tly. lln-elmnlof further disturbance-; have boon. >wvivod. were m aniinoiisly nominated as the Demo
bidding
a IV.-sti northerly Ini -/o ui.v i.-llii
liy
eralic candidate for (lovcrnor of thi State, alfectioiiate farewell.
and art
Jte]o\\
>{»ied
to lie supported at the ensuingeleetion.
Per
A w oman opposite my seat is taking leave si'iitji iiittg aw a s tillin' -militiv urn ii!in
< it \ ej.i sio\.
July '27.
!
A negro riot w hich at one time threatened very mil nit' to say it yives me "real pleasure to 'of an i.lil
laily with the injunction "In sure t\ In niind^lhe words of the pool
serious eon>e<|U<‘iiee>, occurred last night on the perform the duty assigned me by the Conven•'Knr In! tlm d.ini'li' min "iir-ri of Ih
and write as soon as you gel home." uric j
occasion of the departure of a visiting base ball tion to illiehdlv
notify you of its action, and
I’l'al np lln- UL'kl with 11.■ In i -lii
,|\
club from Savannah. The chib was accompanied solicit
her going so long that every owe gets |
mi
of the nomination.
delayAnd I'liri'o a Utt'oiiali llir -I,'
acceptance
y
j
b.\ a brass band eompo-ed of colored men, who
d please find a eopv of the resolsi- nervous, and heaves a
Pie-loo
relief
when
of
were said to be Democrats.
A
sigh
the chib was leavI In'
mi soon makes lii
appr.-n anee
ing in the pro-es-ion fop the savannah boat.thex t ii ill- ad 'pled.
the\ think she has finally departed.
bill not
I ing «p t li-ar, <tati‘l\ and ;■ -mid in lie
were attacked with ‘■ticks, stones and brickbats. b\
Trusting.’ that they will meet xxilli your thus
easily i- she to be 'pit rid ot a ~eennd, aw i\ i-asl, and now isn't ii In-alililiil
a
moh of several hundred men. several shoe : cordial
approxal. and that.yon may be plea
wen* tired on both sides.
fourth and tillV, time she return.- alas I we sweep pasl v ordaiil hank- and love;
Mayor Fill dairy was on i ei| a) all
third,
oiti
lo
siyaitv y
aeeeptanee
early itay
the ground, but 'aid he was powerless to .|iiell tint*
lagi s, rlosn under lln-shore. mi tli:iI in
1 of the non J„i :.:lHA A -kSoVcll to \oll with sill'll once too often fur her. for
disturbance and was compelled to call on Mayor
upon, reaa bmg the lifar llie Idl'dsjngiu;; in tin- |,:ii\ Inatin I
Oglesby for assistance of I'nited States tmop-. The mianiiidiiy.
the
she
finds
the
tilth
and
la.-t
time,
platform
and have a good \ sew of lln uianv pi
club was then escorted tothchnat between platoon'
1 it main.
villas liiat line the hank- of lln s.-uud
ears in nviMon, a-ndi liitvsl either jump or go
of the Nth Infantry followed by a large crowd of
Yours x\ ilh mueli esteem,
lln-. o
yelling and infuriated negroes. 1 browning -toiiefurther, .slu- concludes to take the former elo-i- pioxiinUy In New Vnrk.
i
P. Kixit'. XI.i.
and compelling the soldier- to face about and
so
I. tain would slop in if eril..
lovely
Ibr
foot
but
her
course,
her,
threaten to lire. Several person--, were wounded,
unfortunately
one iniatuelv, hill onw ard lln
..
\\ ATI i:\ ii.u:, .li l
20. lSIlil.
mostly members of the colored band. The a Hair
matches and she is thrown forward into the
rinunfing the Furl ju-t in time for n
causes inti ii.se indignation among die white-,
ibiN. ('. 1’. KlMT.Al.l
I’resident of I he Demdepot, A backward glance reveals her stum and hear the di-vharg* of the n
ocratic Slate ( dun ention :
her feet apparently uninjured, gun ; up past UkukweM's I -laud, with it I
ACCEPTANCE OF CFN. SMITH.
Sir: Your ollieial notice of my nomination bling upon
rows nt massivi- nnl glooinv
|n..|..ii" I
bet
us
ol
oilier
the
for
tic
in
which
a1
Ictuocralie
andidale
hope however that she bumped her
(Jen. Smith accepts tin*
The letter
past taaioklvu and lie I. lii
ings,
lie
Demo
recent
nose sullieiently to make her more sensible
<
the Democratic nomination for (h>\ermn- nf (hoernor of the Mate by
I shipping, round ( aslle I il'dell. an
eralie State Convention i- received.
on a similar occasion.
We are out from the I silte the pier, and We are ill
Maine, which we print to-day, will give ex1 accept the nomination with less relueM VV
V Il. lv
now, and being on hoard the express
cellent satisfaction to his friends and tin* par- lanee, heetiuse
having lieen made without i depot
are soon eh'.nking over the route at a with our feet It la-1 "ll the -In,;
train,
which
he
from
will
I
from
oil
am
relieved
01,11,
his
solicitation
receive
It
my part,
ty
support.
the re.sponsillility h>r il.
•iisuiiiiiiatwuj mo : ,1tremendous rate, beautiful villages, given J eratio '-i:i;r "a
is solid, substantial and conservative in it
wished for." » Mir liepu.!ifiean, friend
I ha\ e examined the resolutions passed In
fields, trees, rocks ami leuecs My past u with |
sentiments, calm in it- lone, and eonlident in
I forgive us if there wa- pi-i .iilli, imn
the ('oinention, and find nothing in them to
wm
are
betore
and
incredible sw il'tnes-,
a
belief that the country will soon turn to
"1'riili in mir port
object to. i have also recurred to tic resoluAnd iliniiuti'e in uni evi',"
Democratic prim ipfes as the onlv solution of tions of the Democratic State Convention ot aware ol it we are at
as we walked live
ISliS, which express more in detail what I
its dillicultics.
TAI N OX
length id lln- pier w ilh I
l uder I he ei IvinHSi anei' il -i >||Id 111 lie lieli
to lie the issues presented In the
Our friends everywhere should realize tin- understand
■
\x
an
This is our only stopping place, and
Democratic party to the people of the State.
And here vvi nuisl pail emnpanv until
duty toward our candidate that is upon us all, The history of another year has given addi detained here but a few moments, The sta W eek, ini' tile edilor vvmil
"iv e ti-an op|
and use even endeavor to give him the fall I ii>naI force to them.
Ki m
tiuii is in an obscure part of tile village, so 1 tiuvitv to. eliat longer.
tine
if
tic
I
cannot
doubt
that
principles
party vote, together with that of as many rehear or see anything of importance,
neither
councils
in
lie
announced should prevail
pentant republicans a- may be led to see tin* of the State and nation,
A VILLAINOUS TRANSACTION
they would impart a and consequently leave 1 lie past, present, and
error of their ways.
],el us not encourage new
Tin* Portsmouth. N. II
I nt<>i,
energv to the capital and indictry of the future glory of Tannloii to the pen of -ome
1*,.
tin* spirit, if it anywhere manifests itself, eonntrv.
Nor ran I doubt that tic disregard
abler historian.
j
of a i..1 >1.. r\ on be n| tin* I
particulars
which would place our leader fu the fore of these principles by the party in power lets
steamer Pawnee, anil the inlmm in pm
-.
OX fill. UI>AI> AO \ix.
an unfavorable ell'eel upon all the regular
front of the hotted battle and then, retire, that had
llli'llt illtlietcd oil olio of I lie elVH. \vln> "
business interests of the country.
come
now
and
our
destination,
nearing
boys
he may he slain. Den. Smith is a candidate
It six >u It I not dishearten n- if we tlo not
I entirely innocent.
Il seem- that
aim
the ears dispensing ice-water free to
of whom we may he proud, and should have
triumph this year. The fact that we are in through
loir I ia mi Hu- naxuii
of lilt* 11VW
grows
Idr
a
and
all
who
tigs
may partake, oranges
the enthusiastic support of every Democrat. a minority makes it more necessary to keep
.1.1 uni
If they are reasonable amount of money, and Hostoa and surgeon about vl.'ion in
our counsels before the country.
T he I rnion -ay
annuls.
as we believe they arc. they cannot lint
truths,
folthese
Frown
of
Foisom.I). Mr. John
l>e\ler, came
and New York papers ditto. After
near losing his life
The properl\, it seem.-, wa -loleii wliib
by poison inoculated in tin* sys- have a reforming inlltienee and enable us to
the Conductor, collecting tickets, the
tem by opening a sheep that had hern poisoned, elcek, it we cannot wholly prevent unwise lows
the tie
sea and a negro was suspected
tjnile a number of sheep had died from poison sup- and unconstitutional legislation.
baggage Master with cheeks for your hag The aeeuseil negro was luing up fu iwle
in
tin*
winter
for
the
to
have been scattered
posed
The questions in issue between the respec- gage, and a man with state-i.. keys, so
by the wrists, 01 ju-t long enough to mil
purpose of killing foxes. Mr. l»ro\\ n. who had lost
It will be
six sheep, was anxious to learn the < ;ui-e, and in tive parties are before the |.pie.
that by the time you reach the 'h aim r you liim say anything repiirrcd o| him, ulu u
the attempt came near losing his own life. The to tlcir detriment if they do no! decide them
was promised rclea-e if
we are told. In
have got everything arranged to your satisphysicians gave him up to die, hut lie i- now con- rightly.
would implicate anybodx else
lb
Ih
sidered in a fair way to recover. \ F.augor Whig.
Fall
Hivcr,
at
and
comfort.
faction
1 thank the Convention for the distinguishArriving
charged il upon, awhile sailor named 1‘alri
Till! contact with diseased animal oidiimian ed honor of the nomination, and yourself we 1'i'oss a long bridge, shoot rapid!} through OTtricn, a mauj vv ho had long been known
letllesh should he eareliilv avoided where the especially for the kind expression of your
a long dark tunnel, and emerge upon the pier
many of the^rew and whose character w
ter.
lie i.uii
a box e reproach in every respect
the
hich
abrasion
at
w
nr
lays
through
person handling has a cut
I have the honor to he,
denied mix; knowledge ot the critip or ih
A I'evv
which inoculation may take place.
STKAMKU KltlSTuI
stolen properly, but ua- tortIi\villi hanged
l’espeetl’ully yours.
Ft: \ni;i in Smith.
weeks ago we heard from Dr. •!.(’. Munson. of
Ii\- the w rists at the order of the laminin
Stepping on board one is irresistibly drawn and there kept in the most
tormenting
Pittsfield, an accomplished physician and Surto the promenade deck, where l>od worth's
dition for three full day- and nights, until ii
Tin: 11 a\ Ci;of tu \I uni. The Maine
inoculation
an
a
of
account
geon,
poisonous
celebrated band is regaling the ears of all arms wa re completely paraly zed and In \>
which happened to himself, and that came Farmer draws the following conclusions as listeners with most delicious strains ot music.
,,
On leaching this port h,
nearly dead
lie had operated upon a ! the hay crop from its advices up to the 17th A knot of ladies and
near proving fatal,
helpless, hating had link or i,
gentlemen, talking, entirely
medical aid. Here he was put into the X
patient lor the removal of a. cancerous trouble. inst:
laughing and pointing, soon attracts my at- Hospital, and to-day we hear that one il
from
The
not
complaints
was
felt
in
withstanding
crop,
On his way home a severe pain
and going a little nearer tin* side ol both of his arms must be ampiilaleil to
some sections that il is light, will be an aver- tention,
one of his lingers, where a hang-nail existed.
the cause is soon discovered in a his life. The facts xvhieli have lian-pin
the
not
steamer,
tic
one
State,
although
throughout
age
Although lie immediately cauterized the spot, up to that of Iasi year, and ISii7, both of which hat lloating calmly along on the incoming here during the past lew day s c-tabli-licil i
OTirini was emir*
by the time he got home the pain and swelling gave unusually large yields and il is too tide. It looks like a man walking with his fact pretty clearly that
innoeeut of tin* (hell charged upon him a
The skillful u e much to expect three Icavy crops in succeshad extended up the arm.
above the water, am l one can scarcely that two or three negroes Were the •■ml!
sion. Corn, grain and potatoes are doing head just
of active remedies kept him alive, and transT*
well, and the recent rains lta\ e much improv- help thinking that perhaps the apostolic days parlies. OTu ien is no doubt innoeeul.
we
ferred tim etfeet of the poison to the lower ex- ed the
-ay hi- treatnn nt i
have returned, t his is an age ot wonders; whether so or not,
quality and amount of pasture feed.
base, black, infamous out rage upon Imniam
tremities, resulting in paralysis of the iimbs
but a little further looking discovers one of
and all the laws of Hod and mail.
Miss Addic,
Sai* A<'< iDi-:vr at Ai m t;x.
and organs below (lie waist. Although some
minus
his
homo
who
the genus
headgear,
Lieut. Henry 1! Seely, executive ollie.a
of John Turner, and Flora,
months had elapsed from the dale of the only daughter
his handkerchief a hi tin* l’axvnee, has been arrested on a wan in'
oldest daughter oflloratio (i. Turner, both of must either arrange
taken out by hi-x idim. Patrick O lirien, win
poisoning at the time we saw Dr. M., he was Charlestown, Mass., visiting in Auburn,Me., turban, or go bareheaded to New York.
suii against the ollieer for damage
still suffering from its effects, lull hoped for and two sons of liev. Mr. Libby of Auburn,
Incidents on this occasion, like Pott’s “dis- brings
ooo.
the -uni of
Seely gave bail in tin
the
latter
in
the
Lake
at
drowned
were
time.
in
entire
place asters” seem to “follow fast and follow fastan
recovery
for his appearance at tin
sum of ijio.iHM)
out in a
|
were
last Saturday afternoon.
They
held
Two other per ams er.” for upon turning about 1 encounter the October term of the S. ,1. Court to be
The apple crop i-to tie Ii"hi in Maine thi year, it rowboat, which sunk.
in the boat escaped.
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GENERALITIES.

BANKRUPTCY .NOTICES.

Hchmck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
not] Seaweed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills will
Consump-

!

Four barrels of choice brandy, under seizure, and considerable degree under water, did
stored in Sprihgtield Mass., lias utterly disappeared, seem to attract their notice, or it'it did, not!
leaving only the empty casks. These old ramrod | sufficiently to alarm them. The splash of the I
rats do like a drop on the sly !
light waves, once in a while, spattered water

PROBATE NOTICES-

cure

DUNKLEE'S
Golden Eagle Furnace

Complaint and Dyspepsia, it taken according
'"‘Viint• »r Wilson is greatly troubled concerning the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
to directions. They archill three to be taken at the same
bankruptcy.
County of Waldo, on the secouu Tuesday of July, in
\ irginia election, and writes a letter to the Indetime. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
In the matter of IIENRY E. CARTER, Bankrupt,
sixty-nine.
i into the boat and barely sprinkled the cloth- it to work;* then the appetite becomes good; the lood
rSADOUl'i W. DRINK WATKlt, widow of George W.
pendent about it. lie thinks, if radicalism |s runPostmaster General Crcssweil had his arm broken
the
to
and
makes
blood;
patient begins
digests
TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition having A Drinkwator, late of
good
mills
IS
of
its
but
this
added
a
ing
occupants,
Lincolnville, in said County of
only
ning. it may not peg out just yet.
while at his home in Maryland.
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
1
been presented to the Court, on the fourth d;iy of Waldo, deceased,
little variety to their sail and aroused no and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This December, A. D. ISOS,by Henry E. Carter, of Robbins- lowance from thehaving presented a petition for an allie -Mount Desert telegraph line is in
personal estate of said deceased.
Mr. Gumming, temporarily stopping at Winn, fears.
operation
Ilut every drop of water that trickled , is the only way to cure consumption.
: ton, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he might
Ordered, That the said Isadore give notice to all persons
Nmiesvillo and Southwest Harbor, connecting
To these three medicines Dr. J. 11. Schcnck, of Pliila- be decreed to have a full
from all his debts, interested
discharge
above
iii"t
a copy of this order to be
went
to
a
in
with
or
into
causing
the
by
Bangor,
uncertain craft, was new ! delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of|
meeting
pistol
w ifh 1 he main linos at Kllsworth.
published
spilled
under the
Bankrupt Act, and notice thereon three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printiiis pocket. In the midst of the sermon it went oil',
to a fearful prophesy.
The boat had pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens | provable
been ordered in the Machias Republican and the
weight
ed
at
having
that
Belfast,
they may appear at a Probate Court, to
Whoa! Horace (ireelcy wnt-a-driving at l ong
the lungs, nature throws it oil- by
in
the
morbid
matter
on
the
returnable
first
Republican Journal,
Monday of be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
putting the ball through lib shoulder. The wor- i slowly moved toward the homeward landing an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is j Mav.
A. D. 1809, which order has not been complied with, second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
Ki.im h. was run away with, and thrown out.
!
shippers were a trifle astonished.
i and they were almost ready to step on the ripe a slight cough will throw it oil', and the patient has anu it having been shown to the Court that the failure so
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
to
heal*
and the lungs begin
\ man has been arrested at Newark. New .Irisov,
to comply was through accident, or mistake, and not
[ shore of the Libby farm.
be granted.
Only about lil'ty rest
Sprague, the gay breach of promisc fellow, isn't
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills through the fault or neglect of the Petitioner—upon now of said petition should not
: *r making a ehemie.il
ASA TIIURLOUOH, Judge.
preparation to clean revrnur
feet
intervened
between
them
and
land,
when
the
cleanse
stomach
and
so
to
!
must be freely used
liver,
said
Petition
anew
to
the
*10,000.
if
he
shows
can
Higoing
A
reading
after
P. Fiki.i>, Register.
have
oner
been
pay
true
Attest—li.
cancelled.
help-it.
:i
lampthey
copy.
as Charles says, without a moment’s
Syrup and the food will make good j It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
warning that the Pulmonic
about it. after Amanda thought it a sure thing. :
*
upon the same, on the first Monday of October, A. I). At a Probate
the boat sank beneath them— going down as blood.
Kanpur was « wiled last Week over a pri/< tight tight
Court held at Belfast, within and for the
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing 1809, belore the Court in Portland, in said District, at
A writer in
ii lhi-haw l*oml.
the ducts of the gall bladder, the ten
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of .July, in
Nobody wa- much hurt.
thy Bangor Whig advocates the build- lie says, not one end foremost, but sinking all obstructions, relax
o'clock, A. M.,and that notice thereof be published
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
liver
is
the
soon relieved; the stools
and
bile
starts
freelv,
of
a
railroad
to
in the Machias Republican and the Republican Journal,
Bueksport instead of Winter, horizontally. Its hapless occupants all went will show what the Pills can
Mi (»rant. in four months, has had two srerrta- ing
G. WKVMOUTH, named Lxccutor in a
do; nothing has ever been newspapers printed
in said District, once a week for
ie> ol 'tate. two of war. two of the treasury, and port, and the Whig itself is “not prepared lodisruss : down to the bottom with it. Charles, Eugene invented
V certain instrument purporting to be the last will
except the calomel (a deadly poison which is three weeks, and that ail creditors who have proved
and
testament
of George Weymouth, late of Morrill, in
l wo <*! the n i\ y.
At (hi- rate, there is danger that the superiority of either route."
land .Julius could swim. Addle and Cecil very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said
of Waldo, deceased, having presented said
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions of the | said time and
u> iiieumpeten! and unknown radical ma\ lx
and show cause, if any they have, will County
place,
shrieked
with
as the boat tilled and
terror,
for
Probate.
Mr. Bunker's match factory at Kendall's Mills
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
oa pp< I up at the shortest notice ami injured for
why the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
sank. Flora was speechless. They had not
Ordered, That the said Roscoc give notice to all
Liver Complaint is one of the mo-t prominent causes !
\VM. P. PREBLE,
life.
wa- destroyed
1>\ lire Monday alternoon.
Loss
interested by causing a copy of this order to
Is the result of thirty year.-' practical
even time to jump from the boat, and locked of Consumption.
persons
3\vJ
Clerk of District Court for said District.
experience in
be published three weeks successively in the Republican the 1* urnacc business, and not only combines
*7,o00— insured m Bangor for *-J.:l00.
Schenck’s Seaweed ionic is a gentle stimulant and
in one Furr M. t 'oombs, of Maine, was killed on hoard
in each others’ arms, went down together.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a nace all valuable and well tried
Journal,
printed
and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
but step- in
alterative,
principles,
Court of the United t Txi
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said advance with new plans, following
The Skowhegan Heporter comes to us enlarged,
'hip «'vnosinv. hv falling from alofl. dun*- 21.
The boat slipped from under them and preparation is made of, assists thp stomach to throw out i District
IN banki.h n
bv natural
strictly
States.
District
of
Maine.
j
County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of ! laws, however simple they may be. Vi
the gastric juice toaiissolvc the food with the Pulmonic
an improved aj>pearanee.
Bro. arose at another point and floated olf, its
A palate ear, tilled with passenger- direct from ami presenting
In the matter of JOSEPH \V. EVELETH, Bankrupt. the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, j
By exposing a very large surface directly to a small
Syrup, and it is mine into good blood without fermentaSmith keeps up with the times.
sides just visible on the surface. As the un- tion or souring of the stomach.
*
bfornia has rea«lied New York.
IS TO (JIVE NOTICE that a petition having why the saint- >hould not be proved, approved and allowed. amount of fuel.
ASA TUURLOUGH, Judge.
The great reason why physicians do not cure Con- rpHIS
\
By making a large amount of atmospheric air impinge
X been presented to the Court on the sixteenth day ot
We learn that In A. L Billings, of Freedom, a fortunate victims rose to the surface, there
A true copy. Attest—B, P. Fiki.i*, Register.
*'
mi
h.coming popular in a new way. Totry to do too much; they give medi- February, A. D. 1SOU, by Joseph W. Evelcth, of YVinterdirectly upon this large surface, so as at once to tak< Unthey
is,
sumption
was nothing for them to
blit
one
anto
the
heat
to the rooms to be warmed.
to
cine to stop the cough,
grasp
stop
chills,
stop night
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that, be might
lias declared for Wellborn
rn
iiei
put wooden elligies of him in front oi prominent republican,
other. 'flic boat was out of tln ir reach : one sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the ijort,
By taking advantage of comparative expansion and
>e decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts,
^I'lIIF. subscriber hereby gives public notice to all eonand
i>
at
work
iii
hi>
interest.
actively
ii' ii -hop
construction of metals in the combination oi its pail-,
with a cigar in his mouth.
whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
or two old paddles and bits of boards did not
provable under the Bankrupt Act, upon which notice was
corned, that she has been duly appointed and taken so as to
prevent the escape of gas.
eventually the patient sinks and dies.
ordered in the Rockland Free Press, and the Republican upon herself tin* trust of Administratrix of theT
Memphis, '1, nn. had meteor-ami an carlh<|Uake avail to aid them. Addie
l ie
lor iIn -pire o| Mu- m u < atholie t athehold of
Dr. Schcnck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a Journal, returnable on the first Monday of June, A. D. tato of George W. Driukwater, late of Lincolr-ville, in the
By preserving lire day and night, by tin* mod. u modcaught
or lever.
oon Mom
chills
Remove
the
doors and regulators.
sweats,
cause,
mounting
night
and
it
of
the
record
in
la).
ral, il l oriiand, ha- hceil raised to it- place, 2oo
Flora—Charles, who could swim, caught cough,
1800,
County of \\ aldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law diappearing upon inspection
and they will all stop of their ow n accord. No one can said matter, that said order has been complied witironly rects; she therefore
By rejecting all tire-brick, and non-conductor-, ,-ul -lrequests all persons who are indebted
lei
I ke Bangor W hig, a supporter of u.
from the ground.
thick d tingrant, suf- Flora and linding they were sinking, pushed be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, in part, and said Bankrupt having shown to the satisfac- to said deceased’s estate to.uiake immediate payment, and tutiuga very heavy fire pot,’: 1 : inch.
Addie olf. hoping to save himself and his Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver anil j tion of the Court, that the failure to comply therewith, those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit tie points of combustion, thus saving the heat liitlu n» a!;
Clio weaUier i-so wet in Iowa that the h,-e*. are leis the Demon atic candidate for Governor of
sorbed
as
are made healthy.
and
a lie re 1
stomach
melted
ta
il
by
will
not
brick,
same lor settlement to her.
was from no lault or neglect ot his, but was in conseMaim* tu be called Frank Liiismith in it- column". sister, but Flora grasped him around the
iron, il can never clinker nor r- |uir m u lining.
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in 1
!ar\ ing.
of inadvertence or neglect on the part of others,
ISA DORK W DRINK WATER.
neck and disabled him from swimming, and some way are diseased, either tubercles, ahsesses, bron- quence
manner
and
convenience
in
By
easy
and having now, on this twenty-second day ot July, A.
f.-mi.ng I m
The Bangor Whig thinks the Democratic guberI *o-| nia-l'. I < Lcs-Wcli a-ked old lil'OW'IlloW b\
By additiod of eight radiator; upright
ound the Ida
both sank instantly to the bottom. And here chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass D. lSG'J, prayed the Court for a new order of notice on his
1
fast»nd
of
Inflammation
In
such
cases
what
f
To (hi Hon. County
decaying.
'ouini ’ssin/n
said Petition, upon reading said Petition anew
Iph W hat killil o! a man 11 B. Myers, of Ten- natorial nomination in Maine b a skeleton honor. little
,f //>, : giving
Charley says, linding that miles.- lie re- must ho done 'i It is not only the lungs that are wasting,
is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon
t he word man iii 1 he-lale
It
(
unhung,** It is true ihot a- a party we are not given to the leased himself from her
onn/y of Wnbto.
hut it. is the whole body. The stomach and liver have the same on the first
•' I'h'd
grasp both must die, lost
Monday of October, A.D. lsGO, before
Squar’o Feet
Brownlow. Myers \\ is immediately aj»their power to make blood out ot food. Now the the Court in
LUKAS tlu*
Belfast ami Mooseheud L ike Bail- I more
llesh. tlierelore the K.dloehs and IIowcs don’t train lie resolved he must leave her to
Portland, in said Distriet, at ten o’clock, A.
surface than anv furnace ol tie- urnI’oiiihd mail agon I.
heating
perish and only chance
is to take l>r. Schenck’s three medicines,
road
their
President and Directors can
Company” by
M.,and that notice thereof bo published in the Rockland
with ii-.
give y/illiout tinm.
try to save himself, but, lie adds, bis heart which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers thereunto duly authorized and empowered, have lmretoI he newly di-eo\erod tin mine, a! Winslow. is
By placing the vapor pan
il «lioul«l In*
with
“1 bad a regular battle will begin to want food, it will digest, easily ami make printed in said District, once a week for three w^eks, lon- tiled with said Commissioners their location of said
The
collection
breaking
e flic
of
hones
on
the
of
battle-liclds
Virgrief,
to he very rich.
apji.iraun. to r.--t<n. ltum-d
’’
blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and and that ail creditors who have proved their debts ami [•Railroad from the centre f the north and south road ltv. Bailsful lieatiu;"
of water-houJ*l'l»cc\aj,.. .ii.1. \\!
lint at last be wrenched good
..i,i
as soon as tin* body begins to grow, the lungs commence
the
ginia. to be Used as fertilizers, b now prosecuted as witii tier to escape
of
in interest, may
village
other
.Brook-, in said County, pints are now
appear at said time and pas-mg through
Mammy!" -aid a pie.melon- link- l»o\. who, a
herself from her d ‘alb-graspami arose to the to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is place, persons
and shew cause, if any they nave, why the prayer to the centre ol tlu- road leading from Unity to 1 lornIt is a law of nature tint tie- higher tin- i.
regular business. I'here's glory for you. To die
a
n led 111- W ill. Wa- made lo
mp.rah
rock the cradle of hiin
the
to
cure
the
town
of
dike,
only way
Consumption.
ot said Petition should not begruntbd.
Unity, in sai l Coi nty, wliieli loca- the nior<Mvaf* r air will and mu-t cMiiaii,. I:
surface almost exhausted. The distance to
“d»\ hrolher. il tie l.ord ha- any more babie- to t<»r your country, and bare your bones ermuid up
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Corntion has heretofore been approved by s id'CommissionYVM. P. PREBLE,
airbe not supplied b> pr.;p.-r apparatus, to.
apj l\ w ill
e aw
ers, and entered on their record.
Dyspepsia, Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic and Man:*»w'f
Clerk of District Court for said District.
ay, don't you lake VmY
j shore was but slight, and he was just able to plaiutaml
for manure’
drawn from any aim all source-. Km n fron lie
And whereas said road as so located passes over land j
swim a. few feel, far enough to touch bottom, drake Dills are sullicient, without the Pulmonic Syrup,—
those respiring it. If they
to he w.
i.nhappen
Take the Mandrake Dills freely in all bilious complaints,
A ‘»II11*_* ladle- wh' plaV eroijlJel are known as
as
far
as your Petitioners have 'nJen abb* to as-;
owned,
the worse for th lung-.
and was bellied ashore l>v a hoy who Imp- as
District Court ok the United; 1v
maidens all for law n."
Certain, by the following named persons, severally to wit : j
they are perfectly harmless.
|N BANKM 111 5
It is a well known lact, that the Siroee., win 1
District
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STATUS.
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no.
I t
LOCAL ITEMS, &c.
j
lie
to
Dr.
who
near.
has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
Mrs, A. .1. Crecn, A. Bose, heirs of A. J. Roberts, U. | Sahara and Arabian desm-is.
Schcnck,
pencil
become the tulmv:,
: 1
1
In the matter of SAMUEL CAMPBELL, Bankrupt.
! inait oi a
C. Holton, ,1. Sturtevant, .1. Lane, \V. X. Roberts, A. S.
many years past, and now weighs 335 pounds, was wastwealth) family near New
When Charlie pushed Addie from Flora’s ed
>ver the Medit.-naii an
aly,
by
passing
afn-i-i,.
to
a mere •skeleton, in the very last stage of Pulaway
Forbes, II. If, Harris and B. Leathers, in the town of' i«i” floated. ami
(JIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
York a a
inn otf with one of the daughter-, an
taking up a prop, r and d- .1d
Tin: Ai>.hm \1!i.i:Si‘i:in(; llr.it Bottom. This grasp, Eugene look her and tried to save her, monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced fTllIIS IS TO
B.
F.
Brooks;
.1.
T.
Holbrook,
Stautial,
Holbrook, heirs, cent, of humidify.
X been presented to the Court this tenth day of July, A.
case hopeless and abandoned him to* his fate.
le •»
s, and married le r.
He| D. 18(>P, by Samuel Campbell, of Cherryliehl, in said Dis- oI'S, Abbott, W. Briggs, \V. <«onion, S. Lowell, .1. Bail. -v.
Hence \vc claim this Furnace to be:!: nm-t p..u. rim
exceedingly ‘‘omfortahlc addition to beds is now be- hut she eiiing to him in such a wav that he his
B. Bailey. O..Walker, ,1. Cookson. I). Ph lbriek and p
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his relie may be decreed to have
as well as f he most economical
at j
Ilu i’• i»-1o11 dmirnjl my-ieriou-ly says: “Boston ing ollered t" our citizens by Mr. "Pomeroy, propri- was unable to swim with her, and both sank covery many thousands similarly afllicted have used Dr. trict, a Bankrupt, praying that
Shblesin the town of Knox; .1. McManus, P. Pendleton'
a full discharge Horn all bis debts, provable under the
istence, and will warrant mir No. s.-wn tod. the .?
a
-inpri-' in -lore foi he people, which will etor ofthc patent. It is ncwlv invented, and lias to the bottom ; so to save Ids own life he was Selieuck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- Bankrupt Act, individually and as a member ot the firm L. Bradford, L. Cates, K. Plillbrick, L. Cates,.1. < Jordon, .1' any
No.
of
ol-I
-r pattern
«.•
ver
eight
tny
ell III-' I'eace Jubilee.
Il ma) lake two
:'
forced to release himself front her grasp. As cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- of Campbell & Burnham, composed ot the petitioner and Hall, A. h. Buuips and It. Rich, in the t >wn of l horn- public.
many advantages over those prev iou-lv in the mardike; .J .Stevens, R. Cornforth, S. Crosby, It. Files, 1*. p. i As to
ai
necessary to see Dr. Schcnck, unless patients Hiraui Burnham, ami upon reading said Petition
lo perfe. 1 it."
we will conn- nn.l.-r bond
tie.: tmthe girls arose a second time Addie and Cecil solutely
durability,
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
Scribner, B. Hunt, F. H. Moulton, and B. F. Chase, in -hall last as
ket. It consists of tbiii slats of wood, running from
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be bad
I: luii d he the assembling of a 1 tetiioeral ie legist a\ilong as anv la.i-oualde m in
.m.
Julius and bore him down, and, no professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every upon the same, on the first Monday of October, A. D., the town of Unity,
grasped
Furnace to last.
head to foot, and supported upon spiral springs, so
And whereas said Company is desirous to take so much
where all letters lor advice must be addressed,
in t II. Male House.
And will warrant every on< to gi\. p. rfei-i d i-t
bsfit), before the Court in Portland, in said District, at of the lands
t ,..n
doubt, they perished in each other's embrace, Saturday,
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33
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at
No.
New
location and conaforesaid,
Street,
by
professionally
that the elasticity of both combine to give eu-e and
10 o’clock, A. M.« and that notice thereof be published
"Stove and Furnace work of HI kind*
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dust as Charles got ashore, lie turned around York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 llanover Street, in
promptly .ml
Wade I *>olt on, w ho W;i- killed in a street tight in
tiguous tlier'utnto, as may be required ior Hjc constructhe Machias Republican and the Republican Jourexecuted.
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faithfully
It makes really a most luxurious bud. to see what could be done
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convenience
other
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necessary
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tree, nal, newspapers printed in said District, once a
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and saw Eugene Boston, every
'Ii mphis. I a •
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''10.000
the widow of Stonewall
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law.
hut for a thorough examination with his liespirometer
with only a thin mattress ov er it. The wondcrfullx
for three weeks, and that all creditors who have by
I tel. on.
Wherefore said Company respectfully pray that the
swimming just behind him. almost exhaust- the price is $5. Olhee hours at each city from 0 A. M. to I| week
their
debts and other persons in interest, may approved
Hon. the Commissioners may proceed,’alter duo notice
easy beds of the best hotels are now made upon this ed, crying ‘-Help, I'm sinking.”
The bov 3 D. M.
pear at said time and place and sho\V cause, if any they to the
\ ii « \ehaliev -a'
WOOL!!
'low a i- teaming Wit II gra-sPrice of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
interested, to estimate the damages su- i WOOL!
plan. Having tried one of Mr. Pomeroy’s make, on shore- Pliny Caswell—who had now connhave, why the prayer of said Petition should not be tallied parties
W
know there Were large hugs of this
by the parties aforesaid, whom real estate may lie j
$1.50 per bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills granted.
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Clerk of District Court for said District.
; to the form of
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it to Eugene, who had strength enough left to Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drugmaintained, a blessing is due to "him who invented
Dated at Belfast the g'd day of .July, A. 1>.
J v3(i
gists.
S. S. IIERSEY & SON, 78 Main St.
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A dealer in lisli informs 11- that while the salmon
catchers wore selling salmon here to other dealers
at *js cent
he bought them in Boston and sold them
here at that rate, and realized a handsome profit.
Mr. Dudley A. Sargent, of this city, has received
the appointment of Professor of( iymnastics at Bow
d**in College, and will take charge ofthat department of education in September.
T he W'aMo I’nion Musical Association will comit- i\tli annual session at I nion Hall. Stairs,
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In deference to the feelings of the ladies who executed summersaults from the back seat of an excursion wagon, we omit the particulars.
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and John Turner

are

brothers resident

and doing business together in Charlestown,
Mass. Mr. 11. <i. Turner's wife is a sister of
Rev. A. II. Ileallt of Auburn. The two Mrs.
\ pioiis deaeou in Fairlield, Ciiiiii.. wliipped hi- Turner with their children of which each
had
rv ant girl heeau-e she declined to
,-tay at home two, were spending the summer in Auburn.
and rook his dinner while lie wa nt lo dutreh and
On the shore of the Lake was an old Hat
bottomed boat, perhaps 10 feet long by live
pra> ed for her.
feet wide, a leaky, treacherous craft, whose
A do/en hollies of “(irant's
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ml
[I’hila. Age.
sun, so that when the boat was loaded it was
more leaky even than at other times.
< alifornfa has a
strong woman who places an nnMrs. Isaac'Libby liad three sons, Eugene,
\ il on her bosom and allows horse-shoe* to he made
lb, and Cecil aged 1:1.
on it.
She is very different from “our little sister,” aged 1.8; Julius, aged
Mrs. II. (i. Turner’s daughter Fiorina, was
a'luded to in the Songs of Solomon.
lti years'of age and her son Charles, I t. The
A man who has worked for
years in the Urook- young people had been accustomed to get
i"i N:i\y A aid as a
machinist, has learned, in his into the old flalboat and paddle about the
i-un
hours, to speak, read and write Hebrew,
for fish or for pleasure. On Saturday
I eii' h. *crman and
Italian, aud obtain :i thorough : pond
i.oovs hdge of geology and hotanv. Out «»f his sav- forenoon a party of live of them inside stieb a
in
In ha- purchased a
trip across an arm of the Lake.
library of liioo volumes.
In the afternoon six of them made a similar
t'aiin.T in I trews ter, Conn, whose milk had
trip,
caught some perch and cooked them on
from
his
stolen
Imi i)
spring house, watched the
the shore, and after their pleasant picnic dinplace at night, and shot a man who cairns there with ner the
company, consisting of six. Eugene,
a pail.
Julius, Cecil, Charles and Florimi, above
The Itaugor Whig savs it pnhlislicd lien. Han- named, and Mr. John Turner’s daughter,
cock's declination just la-fore il stated that he had Addie, aged 17, got into the boat to return.
)i 'i'll sacrilieed in the Convention.
That is what As they steppeil on hoard Flora noticed that
there was considerable water in tins boat and
we wanted to draw out, and will leave tin- ease to
said to Eugene who was silling in it on an
I lie jury without argument.
old bucket, that they had better bail the boat,
Mr. Itaehelor. w ho was bitten in l'onland liy a
but he thought it unnecessary. Charles says
vicious horse has had his arm amputated at the
shoulder joint, and there is little hope of his re- there was perhaps two inches of water in tin*
boat then. Eugene and Julius took the oars
covery.
and paddled the old hulk slowly through the
I'lii' war between Sprague and Anthony still conand heeilless of the danger—for there
tinues in Rhode Island, hut it isn’l half so interest- water,
did not seem to he any—the little party of six
as
colored
the
(
in
the
arolinas.
ing
scrimmages
gave themselves tip to the fullest enjoyment
Our friends in hineolu County w ill notice in this of the sail.
The fact, that the water was
paper the eall for a Democratic County < lonvention, treacherously running in at the cracks in the
at Wiseasset, August IT.
boat’s sides which her unusual load, sank in a
nt-‘f we

«

I

[

Medical Properties and Uses.—Buchu leaves are
gently stimulant, with a peculiar tendency to the Urinary

! Organs.

They are given

in complaints of the Urinary Organs,
such as Gravel, Chronic Catarrh of the Bladder, Morbid
Irritation of tiie Bladder and Uretha, Diseases of the
Prostrate Gland, and Retention or Incontinence of Urine,
from a loss of tone in the parts concerned in its evacuation. The remedy has also been recommended in Dyspepsia, Chronic Rheumatism, Cutaneous Affections, and

I
l

HERSEY & WOODWARD,
just received another lot of those C ptaliratml

Mac-la in cm

o(|iially good

tor lino

or

heavy

to

all classes of

Timber,
Iron,

,,

$3G,C0
p iles and stare .'tut) cut

on

land,

’»u.oo

’Judicial

people.

styles ot Machines, at va- the same, with this order thereon, to be published
in the Republican Journal, a public
market, making it important that buy- weeks successively at Belfast, In tin- County of Waldo.
newspaper, printed
ers should understand the qualities ot each, thus becomDropsy.
Hie last publication to be thirty days at least, before the
II elm hold’s Extract Buciiu is used by persons
of our said Court, to be holden at said Belfast,
to secure the one Lest
adapted «ext term
from the ages ol LS to 25, and from .‘15 to 55, or in the de- ing intelligently prepared
within ami for the County of Waldo aforesaid, that the
cline or change of life; alter Confinement, or Labor to their wants. The merits attached to th.c WEED are
Defendant may then and there appear, and take upon
Pains; Bed-Wetting in children.
simplicity of construction, convenience of using, neat- ItuMelf the defence of this suit if he shall see cause.
In affections peculiar to females, the Extract Buchui
Attest. S. L. MILLllvKM, Clerk.
ness of arrangement, &e.
remedy, as in Chlorosis, or ReA tn>e copy. Attest—S. B. MILLIKHN, Cieik.
,unequaled by any other
Full instructions given and satisfaction guaranteed.
tention, Irregularity, Painfulncss or Suppression of Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Schirrous Vitale of the
HERSEY & WOODWARD.
Uterus, Lcucorrhca, or Whites.
Diseases of the Bladder, Kidney's, Gravel
/^Remember that at .V* Main street, you can buy
and Dropsical Swellings.
This medicine increases
DAVID L. CUOSS, of Lincolnville, has
I'avm-ite Mewin»- Madiiue.
the power of Digestion, and excites the Absorbents into :i Weed Family
put out a hand-bill relative to his stallion
healthy action, by which the Watery or Calcareous depo- for cash, on its installments or on the work plan. Terms
Buchanan, in which he makes the folYoung
sitions, and all Unnatural Enlargements are reduced, as are easy and the Machine the BEST.
lowing challange
well as Pam and lutlammation.
of this horse will be ready, in hltecn days
IStUh
The
owner
23,
tPJ
July
Belfast,
allklmkold’sE xi’R\ct Buchu has curadevcryca.se
after the marc* season Is over, fo match him against, any
of Diabetes in which it has been given. Irritation of the
stallion six years old, raised and owned in Waldo or
Neck, ol the Bladder, and Inflammation of the Kidneys,
Knox Counties.”
...
Ulceration of the Kidneys and Bladder, Retention ol
STATE
1 accent the above challenge, and name as the stamen
Urine, Dis&ises ol the Prostrate Gland, Stone in the
to trot against Young Buchanan, the Bay Stallion Harry
Bladder, Calculus, Gravel, Brick-Dust Deposit, and MullayfonC owned by Harrison Hayfoid, of Belfast. I
cusxir Milky Discharges, and for enfeebled and delicate
will match him, as above, lor $loo a side. The trot to
constitutions,ol both sexes, attended with the following
on Nashua & Concord R. R. ;J take place on the Belfast track, on the V 1st day of AuN.
FERRY.
REED’S
if.,
symptoms: indisposition to Exertion, Loss of Power,
gust next, mile heats, best three in live, to harness.
°
Loss of Memory, Difticulty of Breathing, Weak Nerves,
DAVID I J.AVILI..
REV. S N. HOWELL, A. M., Pkincii*ai..
Trembling, Horror of Disease, Wakefulness, Dimness of
»w:i
->7,18f»‘J.
Vision, Pain in the Back, Hot Hands, Flushing of the
Advantages,—Retired location, yet easy of access; Noj1 Belfast, July
body, Dryness of the Skin, Eruptions on the Face, Pallid
idle
of
resort
Full
f
or
;
of
teacheis;
corps
places
Countenance, Universal Lassitude ol the Muscular .Sys- saloons,
THE PATENT
Thorough instruction, &c.
tem, &c.
II elm hold’s Extract Buciiu is Diuretic and Bloodat
time.
Send
for
any
Circular. ~mo‘»
Pupils received
Purifying, and cures all Diseases arising from habits of
dissipation, excesses and imprudences in life, impurities of the Blood, .Sec., superseding Copaiba in affections
Which was in Belfast last spring, will return here lor
House and Land for Sale.
which it is used, such as Gonorrluea, Gleet of long
or
one week.
Orders left at
standing, and Syphilitic Affections—in these diseases, j
TIIK subscriber offers for sale the very de*
j
used in connection with Helm hold's Hose Wash,
BEAN’S
A.
D.
]
si ruble place at brown’s Corner, ill Northport, {•
Sold by all Druggists and dealers evei y where, lb* ware
The house is a story and Or sil the shop opposite PIIENVX HOUtiE, will
now occupied by her.
j
ol counterfeits. Ask lor Hclmbold’s. Take no other.
a half, in good repair, having a kitchen, sittingreceive prompt attention. Work called for and
Price—$1.25 per bottle, or (> bottles lor $(>.50. Deliver- room,
ucu-mums
on
ami
me nisi noor.
returned without extra expense. As we have
mere is
ed to any address. Describe symptoms in all communi- a barn parior
ami a good well of water on the premises, with a
more work than we can do, we will sell four
cations.
small but thrifty orchard of
Counties. A good chance for the right
apples, pears and plums. \
Address II. T. II ELM BOLD, 504 Broadway, N. V.
Remember we
There are seven acres of pood land, runninp from the1
man to make money.
ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE UP IN stage road to the shore ot Belfast Bay. Tin* shore affords 1
ask no pay unless we give satisfaction.
steel-eugraveil wrapper, with lac-simile of uiy a good fishing privilege. The whole will be sold at a !
I Chemical warehouse, and signed
BRAN & CO.
Mbs. S. W. YOKK.
:
bargain. Apply to
ID
I Nortbport, July 27, 18(19.
H. T. HELMBOLD.
Belir.st, July 23, ISO!).
There

rious

are

at

prices in

present

three

many

the
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Challenge Accepted.

GRANITE

iim .sullicieiit tor years.

j

MILITARY AND COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE, ]

j

Feather Cleanser!

!•

Store,

KONE

^

P2AB3DY MEDICAL
(

prevent the es-ape

as to

ai«

ut <,

i-

and

r.

j-li-r

r

.m

1

This

Furnace is made nt ( ast Iron, and \,iv h.
making it more durable than ile- e .on trio :■ d par: 1
Sheet Iron, undu careful i-.vamindi a ot the n,m. ,nd
titling of tin* Castings, w ill thou :h i; ali I ,:• 11:•
('rack is obviated by the ample pro. i-i.»ii, u In ■!. i. * !
in ide for F\pansii»n and ('ontraetion.
The Fire < liamber ot the Secoud Size h over Two (• !
in Diameter, and
b« in# him i there can b« no Ued Hid
SurtUccs, reiin. 'in^ tin airhupur. u l I’oi'.oo u
The Smoke Funnel eau be adjusted on either
d.the Furnace, thus nit.-mi,.,
>
'.-.vin/ a hire.' an.
Fine.
,I i..
livery Furnace Warrant, d lb rl et
Satisfaction.
Mr. French also oil. i-.- tor Sale,
..

..

IMSflfUTe~

No. 4 BUIiTTNOII STKBET,
(Opposite Uevorc House,)
IJCSTON.
^ I'll IL Trustees of f his Institution take
pleasuie inauJL notineing that they have secured the services ot the

-.

eminent ami well known In:. A. If. H A Y LS, late surgeon L. S. Army, Vico President of Columbia College
of Physicians and Surgeons, &e.
This Institution now publishes tin* popular medical
book entitled*-Tii:-: S< ien< t'.m Life oi: Seek Pkksi.k
\ ATio.Nwritten by Dr. Hayes,
f treats upon the
Errors of Youth, Era. nit tire. Decline of Munhoml, Sent
j| 'null Weakness,
and all Diseases and Aloises oi the t.’en\ erotics <>r</>uis. Thirty thousand copies sold the la-:
| year. It is indeed a hook for every man young men in
Price only $1.00.
: particular.
I
This Institute has just published the most perfect trea
tise ol the kind ever offered to the public, entitled
“Sexl-ai Phi stolen, v oi Woman and Hei: Dis- I
K-V.-Es.,'' proiuseiy illustrated with the very best engrav- ^««* l«e;atiny: ( lim elie*. *t IhmiI Ho.i,.,
ings. This book is also iro:u the pen ot Dr. Hayes. IS all* ;u <1 other large It ildmes.
We append a lew Lett.
ail Nam.
I'.irti.
Among the various chapti- s may be mentioned, The
Mystery of Life,—Hcaufiful O.Tspnng,— Heuufy, its value Using the e IT UN A(TS ia deltas:
to Woman,—Marriage, (ioiuual Uygcine ot Woman.—
Iti u as r, A tig.
Puberty,—Change oi Life,—Lx cesses of the Married,—
I have used the Magi. Furnace one u ins
n..l s
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French cloth,
louud it convenient and e.mdy m mug 1.
I...!■
Hither■ ot these j1
$2.00; Turkey Morocco, full gilt, $
its construction, ami a good heater.*
<
I'Al
LIT
books are sent by mail, securely sealed, postage [ aid, on
>
n
Ki:i \< II,
I mu.
hear Sir
h. M
I Au
receipt of price.
Thoughtful clergymen recommend these hooks for their I hud of you proves P. he everything I in o. Ii Urn.
high moral tone, and all eminent and skilful physicians less coal than my old one. ano give min i: nmiv I. a
very little care to tend. Ii can he t*t feet lv r. oil it. .1
earnestly recommend them to the public as tin only as
to keep the lire tor months.
\v \|. 11
scientific and reliable treatise of the kind published in
ruo|;
A merica.
.1.
Ii:oi‘.i;i: r wimi
oii> A! i.(Jr\i k oi: Advertisin'!. Dorr.*;:
WHITM,
cm\vM. o. 1*001;,
nvm i r:i;i>i i;ii k
(Jet These Popek.w: Hooks."—..tnor. Johmul <■
M
l-'l UUKK
\.
.\redicaf Scienct. [
II.Wl.l 1
M. »•;. boix.i;
The “Peaiiody .Jocrnaedk Health,” Dr. Ilayrs,
Si'KMIl-.i; M A I II l,W
1>;:. MOODY,
.1 \MI S Will I 1
Hditor. Terms, one dollar a year in advance. Address I
\VM. II. Ill UK ill
W. r. II M.-IMM A
as abm e.
M::s. I.OWiNIO
( \ I. \ IN II! i: \ I A
jSSpAi.iiert II. Hayes, m. D., Resident, anil ConWM. M A USUAL I
\vm. ii. i**i>*ii i:i;
sulting Physician.
WM.
M.
Kl
I.
>l,
A. I\ Nt *W 1. M »*.
N. K.— Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest ccntidence ;
Du. I*A l.l'U i: Y
U M. II M< l.l I.I.A
i on all diseases reijuiring skill, seeresy and experience. I
JOSKPH
111.
\
<ii;o. si.ki-.i'Ki:.
I
N,
1 N V [OLA RLE Si :< KESY AND CERTAIN It E El EE. lyrl.
W. II. SIMPSON.
N K111. M I A11 Mtl.il ;
OAK KS ANlilPIf.
II. ll < Ai: I I:
11. II. JOHNSON,

FOND'S

DOUBLE RADIATING FURNACE

j

IMPERIAL

AGE.
■.

..

It.

Statu 04 AiAivr, 1
Waldo, ss. s
Term, A. It. lNi'.J.
Court,
April
Supreme
OltDKKED, that the Plaint ill give notice of the
pendency of his writ, by causing an attested copv of

ivoik.

Sewing Machines are too well known t<» require any
detailed essay on the great advantages they :nre capable ot

rendering

s

(Account annexed.)
l>r.
Tibbett, to Andrew J. Frohock,
$vOo
Tc
paid Coombs for labor on barn,
To 5» l-.i days labor at $1.50 per day,
••u°
tioardo,
NaiU,
~*V°

Stephen

lloop

54 Main Street,
have

ss.

WE

'I'lIE 33IDS*!;'.

Storage,

County Democratic

Maim;./

Sheriff of otir respective Counties or either of their
Deputies, uiJEKim :
command vou .to attach the* goods or estate ot
STEPHEN U. TIPPETT, to the value ot one
hundred dollars; and summon the said defendant (if he
to appear before our
may he ftoud within your precinet,)
Justices of otif Hupreiue Judicial Court, next to be holdon
011 at P.elfast, within and for the County of Waldo,
tin- third Tuesday of October next, then and there in our
ot
Searssaid Court to answer unto Andrew J- Kroho i,
Deft. :n ihe day
uiont, in a plea ot the cast*. (or that the
of the purchase of this writ, bcdi/g indebted to the PlanI tiil in the sum of sixty dollars ana r/X-ty cents,according
to the account annexed: then and then* iu consideration
thereof to pay the Plaintiff the sum uh .demand. >et
has
though ofti*n requested, the said defendant, iL" same
not paid, but neglects and refuses so to do, to tin. damage
01 said plaintiff as he savs, the sum of one hundred (|olwith
l.irs, which shall then and there be made to appear
other duo damages. And have you there this writ with
therein.
your doings
Witnkss, JOXA 77/. 1 -V (>. DIt KJ-:itso.x, /•>/., at
th day of J fay, in the year of our Lord
He! fast, the
one /lions md eight hundred and. sixty-eight.
S. I,. MILIJK1.N, Clerk.

principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable

Inquire

girl, woman and wife who has, or desires to have,
economical, healthful, beautiful and Christian Home
should possess, a nook which lias no equal among Lady
AgeuU, A l>plv to IJ. A. KI.’oW.N & CO., Publishers
of Illustrated [look*, for circulars, terms and exclusive
territory in fit1,; Lnglanu, 5 School street, Hoston. mvJ

every

To the

SPECIAL NOTICES.

by the acceptance of a challenge in
advertising columns, that vve are liable to have
w

oi

Waldo,

THE WEED

This dog-day weather, with its fog and heats,
The Democrats of Lincoln County, are requested to
i-n’t of the most cheerful kind. It gives to every- send delegates to a County Convention to be held to the
Hlums. pears, grape- aud other fruit i- brought
Court House in Wiscasset, Tuesday,the 17th day of
body a sort of boiled lobster feeling.
"s«
the railroad from California to the
August, ISO'.b at lo o’clock A. M., lor the* purpose ol
Chicago
(’apt. A. D. Bean has been elected City Marshal nominating candidates lor the following ol'-lices, viz :
market.
Senator, Count y Commissioner, and County Treasurer.
of Belfast.
Each town will be entitled to one delegate,and one adI. \. < »ok killed him-elfat Fast port,
by trying to
ditional delegate lor every forty votes cast lor the Demlump on hoard a steamer and striking the rail.
THE PAINFUL CASUALTY AT LAKE AU- ocratic candidate lor Governor in IstJS. l*er order.
COUNTY COMMITTEE.
< lark, an old
I ho111
BURN.
gentleman of Harken ille,
Lewiston
Journal.)
(Fruutlie
s'
lie
a- “going to take some
Medicine,” look
[From Dispensatory of the United States.]
rs<• Inline and diet!.
Tin* particulars of this most distressing afDIOSMA CRENATA—BUCIIU LEAVES.
fair
as
!
Properties.—Their odor is strong, diffusive, and
from
Charles
one
of
Turner,
gathered
ileiirieUa A oi k has not yet been pardoned. The
the survivors, are these: Messrs. 11. ti. Tur- !i somewhat aromatic, their taste bitterish, and analogous
< o\ ei nor i- thinking the matter over.
to mint.
H" I

Statk

mcnec

port, Aug. ‘24th, under the direction of Prof. C. M.
Wyman of Keene, X. II.

MM. P. PRLBLE,
be granted.
Clerk of District Court for said District.
not

THACKERAY’S NOVELS.

II VY 1 OKI) 11A I.!.,
I'M 1 AKIAN ( III K' II,
MKI IIOIMSI (III !.' < 11
COMiKKC AJ'I«>N Al. ( III Kell.

HOUSEHOLD EDITION-

Compact, Elegant, Uniform, Cheap.
I.
•J.

:i,
-4.
4».

Job Work, Pump Work and Plmnbinp;
Dono in tho Best Manner,
tit Short Notieo.

1 vol.
V aiiit.v Fair.
l*4‘iiil«‘iini*. 1 vol.
Tlie KewcoiuhN. 1 vol.
The Vii'iiinian^. 1 vol.
Henn F*na»ii«l, an »l Lovel (lie IVnlouer.
The Idveiiture of Philip. I vol.

Price,

.4. ■».
ill

each.

quite agrye with the Chicago Post that ‘Messrs.
Fields, Osgood & Co. seem to be singularly lortunate in
NVe

No.

nun is.

-■ < U'l'Mti

S'i|uurp,

Eastern State
\OIMIAI Nt'IIOOl,.
CASTINE,
MAINE,

regard’to

editions of
their guesses at the popular want in
standard literature,-as their very poptilareditions ofDickens and their recent set of Charles Keade’s novels bear
witness. Seeing the vacuum in the supply ot a cheap edition of Thackeray, and abhorring a vacuum when money
may be mule by idling it, they have commenced the publication ot a Household Kditiou of that charming novel
The Kill term of this Institution will l« in
ist.»John (i. Sam..
“This lirm, to whom the public are indebted f>r the
neat handy, and cheap household editions of Scott’s,
and continue 11 weeks.
Dickens’s, and K cade's novels, now issue a similar edition
The high reputation which this school has u.m diirin:'
of Thackeray. For the* library, and tor tin* repeated
this
novels compel,
is, beyond all the past two years must commend ii to ail win* tic iiv in
readings which these to
become
etlieicut teachers.
is
It
edition
best
unexceptionable
purchase.
the
cavil
in print and binding, and comes within the means ot aland most of tho Text Hooks froo
Bedford
books.”—New
oi
lover
Mercury.
most every
Hoard $'5.50 per week. Good accommodations for sell
edition
of
convenient,
novmost
the
is
Thackeray’s
“It
boarding, in rooms neatly furni.died, each e nv nieut i,u
els that we have seen.’’—Philadelphia Post
wr. L
two students, may be obtained for 00 cents p«
**' For stile by all Honksellers. Sent, post-paid, on re- Expenses may thus be reduced to about $ per wi ck.
I*
the
Publishers.
least
be
at
\ears
must
if
<>(
age
Applicants, females,
ceipt of' price, by
must bring a certilic.ite m goad
Each
ii males 1.
F1KLIM. OgUOOD A OO.,
moral character. For particulars address 1‘rineip. I.
1 ”4 Tremont Street, Boston.
3\v 1
IBoartl of I ii*! ruction.

AUGUST 18th,

Tuition

pupil

!

A VALUABLE MEDICAL BOOK!
important physiological!
j INFORMATION to young men coiittmplating !
Marriage, sent free on receipt oi » cents. Address the I
I
CHEMICAL IN.ST I TIJTF, Vi Clinton Place, N. V.

Containing

Ci. 'r. I'LKTCUEH.
COFFIN, Miss ,J. E.

Miss II. H.

Principal.
SWEET, Mi

s

A. F

CATE, Teachers.
Mr..!. \Vr. OKESSEK, Teacher ol Music.
Mr. MAKE II A Ul>K.Vi, Teacher of Femnan hip,
I KIIE. Lecturer on Geology.
l>r. N. f
r.w'.l

V'odrn
OUR CAMPING GROUND.
BY

l. KOIlO K

W. .SKAUS.

flu-re is a spot wli-rc plumy pines
\dorn tin* sylvan banks of Otter.
\\ |„.j- pigeons feed among the vines
I h it bend above tin* limpid water:
\\ in re wood-ducks breed in hollow trees.
\nd Items among the matted sedges:
U hen*, drifting with the mountain breeze.
Float satin clouds with silver edges.
\itd there the blue jay makes her nest
in thickest shade of water-beeches:
I he tMi-hawk. statue-like, in rest.
Keep*, guard o'er glassy pools and rein he-.
I In- trout beneath tin* sedgy brink
l "harp on shipwrecked Hies and midge".
I he red deer comes in search of drink.
From laurel brake or woodland ridge*
the stream a light canoe
Floats like a freshly fallen feather
\ tairv tiling, that will not do
For‘broader seas 01 stormy w eather,
i in -id. no thicker than the shell
»>f ( He Pull's < remona fiddle—
l he mail who rides it will do well
I
pan hi ><-alp-lock in the middle.
\nd

on

hemlock, grim and dark
*
-hrub and vine are intertwining.
«i,ii -hanty "tand". with roof of bark.
* *ii w hifli the cheerful blaze is shilling,
ft,, -moke ascends in spiral wreath.
\Vilh upward curve the spark" are tending:
fin* eotl'er kettle sings beneath
\\ In r» "mokeand spark" with leaves are blending.
p,

aili

,n

\\ h,

a

n

\V< had oill da\ of youth alld May.
W 111:i\ have grown a trille sober:
I'ut life may reach a wintry way.
\ud w e are onl\ in < letober!
it hfre*- a round to even hound
l le.tt ran hi deer by hill or llolluW.
od
r\ in.in w ho wateln d tin* ground
i,, Piiber Pock to Firman Fallow.
l
.•

1

■

AMO.
iifn in Mill me that he luwil me.
I w a tin- ilnwvry time of May
i put ill-' in my ringlet-.
Mill Will! singing nil the day
VP lien in told me that lie loved me.
1
In ill'- pleasant month of May
—

111 In- ii.'d me that he loved me
to the loiiniei time ot dime,
Vi lli n lie roses blushed the redder,
\ml tin birds were all in tune—
ml I Mushed (because he loved mel
Ib-dd.-r than the lose of dune!
■

because 1 knew lie loved me.
1 went singing with the birth:
Vll the day 1 li-tenud to hint,
Ml the night t heard hi- words—
I)i lining nightly that he loved me.
I wa- blither than the birds!
,‘t

.lid mu know I loved him.
I found one summer day.
Thai ill saying how lie loved toe.
lb bad wiled my heart away—
lull saving how he loved me.
I bruiigli iln long bright summer dav'
iim I
I ill

III he told file that tie loved lie
U lien tin I'o-es lading fell.
Mid Iln bird- bad all lorgotten
I bat sweet tune I've learned Mo Well
l-'.ii I bo. bill), and lie loves me.
Molv than alls words call tell
:

I'roin tin-

—

London Herald.

BURNING OF THE BLUE JACKET.
In Man-li Iasi the British ship Blue Jacket
liiirncil

w
a

per

at sea.

/calami

oil

her voyage from
(>ul of -dxty-nine

England.
board only eight

oii> on

base been

while

to

saved,

in

hi

mother, and dated al I’ort

account

April

a

to

gives

letter addressed to

billowing

He had

known

(>ne of the survIvors

lb.

land I stands,

arc

Stanley.

Falk-

-l*:

saloon passengers grown
up. twelve ccond cabin, and seven children,
ill voiing, and a stewardess of the saloon.
Of ilie passengers there were six women;
two of the ehildivn were at the lireast. Ship’s
company all told, forty-two. Total nil nil ter
of people on board, sixty two, and seven
hildren. Wc made a passage to tlie Horn
in
twenty days. On the Till of March we
pr -i'd the Falkland Islands in sight. But
on 1 lie Tuesday following there was a scene
that I never wish to view again. About li.alfp.t -l one in I lie afternoon smoke was seen isuing out of the fore hatchway. It happened
io lie a very line afternoon; everything was
being done io extinguish the fire, and about
b o'clock we thought we would get tlie upper
hand of ii
Half an hour afterwards it broke
out ten times worse than ever.
We still kept
■it ii
tinlil a little after nine that night, at
which time tlie coals that were in the forepart bad caught lire, and in ten minutes after
tin- w hole of the forecastle was in a blaze,
i'lien our fate appeared sealed. The order
wa
given to gel the yacht over the side. Before lowering her into the water we got the
women and children into her ail safe—then
lowered her; afler which tlie remaining pasenpers got in. the lire in the meantime workin;;' all very rapidly. In the port life-boat
tliei. were Mr. Williams and his watch.
In
the larboard boat, Mr. Bell and his watch,
i wa in 1 lie yacht.
The other boats left the
■hip a little before us, for we could not prevail upon the captain for some time to leave
the -hip, and I do not tiiink lie would have
left her if he had not promised tlie ladies that
lie would take Hiarge of them.
He said he
did not like to leave the old ship. So we cut
away and drifted clear of tlie ship. About an
hour after we left the foremast fell over the
nli
halt an liour afterwards the main and
tiii/zen followed it- example with a heavy
• •rash
flip vessel was then in one mass of
Maine
it was a fearful sight to witness. We
kept at near the ship as possible, thinking
that some vessel might see the lire and bear
down to her; hut there was no such hiek.
\’e\t day there was a dead ealm, and Mr.
Williams came on hoard the yacht—so we
traighlened up the ho,at a little and made
things more comfortable. lit the evening,
the captain told me to go to the mate’s boat
and Mr. Williams lo stay in the yacht. Soon
tier dark a breeze sprung up, ami was inWe kept together all
creasing all night.
night by means of lanterns, which we held
up every now and then. The next morning,
llie other two boats were well ahead—the
breeze was still increasing, anil in about two
hours’ time we picked them up. Mr. William- did not make any sign to come into his
boat again, .so when the captain gave us the
course lo the Falkland Islands we went on to
ee if we could
pick the other boat up. Before we could see her the yacht was out of
sight When we came up to the second mate’s
boat we both lowered our sails and hovc-to
for tl e yacht lo get up to us
again. We had
had a pretty good supply of provisions and
water, Imt we knew not how long we would
have to he in the boat before we were picked
up or reached land. We waited there some
time, hut no yacht was to he seen, and we
were losing the fair wind, so wo asked Mr.
Bell if he was going to wait any longer. He
said “Xo.” With that answer we hoisted
our sail and started, bill up to the time we
lost sight of him he had not moved.
We still
went on, hut during the night the wind shifted round right dead against ns, so we steered
for the main land, ns it was impossible for us
to reach the islands.
We never saw either
of the boats after that
There were 15 of us
in otic boat : there were 27 adults and seven
children in the yacht, and the rest with Mr.
Bell, second mate. 1 have no doubt father
would roeolleetjthe brown dog that Mr.had
It was in our boat. Six days after we
I It the ship we killed
it, drank the blood and
aie the flesh.
Six days after that was the
commencement of the horrors of a
castaway
crew.. One ot the hoys out of two died thro’
drinking salt water. We managed to keep
il from him during the daytime, but at
night
he would get it. He was out of his mind
about eleven hours before he died. We buried
the poor lad as well as we could Under the
eireumslanees. We read the burial services
for the dead at sea, hut we had nothin** to
sink him with. It was a painful task, hiTt it
We prayed to the Alwas the will of God.
mighty in that boat with more earnestness
than any of us had ever done before. We
could see death staring us in the face. Day
after day rio land, no vessel. Five days after
the boy died we lost the carpenter and a seaman.
The latter poor fellow died from utter
debility and old age. The carpenter, who
was a line tall man, over six feet, died from
seven

drinking salt water. They were both Human
Catholics. The carpenter has left a wile,
with four or five children, to mourn his los>.
Two days after another man died raving mad,
through salt water—-lie was the healthiest
looking man in the boat. There were two
others (the sailmaker and a seaman) out ot
their mind. We expected they would be going oil'at any moment, .Next day nothing in
i sight: we thought the Almighty had brought
Ins thereto breathe our last. There was a
\
slight breeze, and a little alter T2 o clock one
I of the men shouted ‘Sail. Ho!1 W e all tor
the moment forgot our weakness and pain
I jumped up. and there was a bark bearing
down upon us; we were soon alongside of
j her, and were hauled up the side, for we were
I forgot to tell you
as helpless as children.
that we had saved throe boxes of gold from
tin' ship, value, £10,01)0. When he found
we had gold lie got into a frightful rage, lie
put the boatswain in irons, and two seamen
also, and chained them down,—men that
were not able to lift a pound weight, and
several times threatened to take tiie boatswain's life. We just got sufficient food to
keep us alive, and that was all. Well, these
The Alislands were the nearest place.
mighty blessed us with a fair wind. We arrived here on Sunday.
Nothing has been
heard of the other boats.'1
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EX-HEBEL LEADERS IN CIVIL LIFE.
correspondent of the Boston Traveller

K K VOX'S lffRVlAV.lt to .Ian. 1st, 1870. A
tlrst-class Illustrated Religious Journal ol 10 pages.
J
200 Contributors ; 5 Editors. The cheapest paper in the
land. $2 On a year in advance. Specimen copies free.
K. 1>. WINSLOW, l-uMisher, 11 Cornliill, lioston.

From the

tirst. 1 believed that the

tress was till'

otfthe village of Edenton. North
A message was sent from the
Carolina.
shore to Captain .Macomb, commander of the
fleet, announcing that the ceremony of public
baptism would be performed at two o’clock.
The captain, ever courteous and con; identic,
supposed that some of his illieors might wi h
to witness this little episode in the tedious
monotony of blockading, and directed that
the fact should be communicated by signal to
t he other vessels.
The naval signal book was
forthwith brought out and searched, but the
word baptism was not to lie found. Here
was a quandary, and lime was
rapidly passing; but the captain wa- not to lie'foiled.
The quartermaster of the watch wa-. sot to
work, and in a few minutes the bright colored signal flags of the Shamrock were at the
mast head, and the astonished officers of the
other ships read—‘There will lie religious
"
diving on shore at 2 i\ >r.’

proprie-

guilty parly. There was an uneasy glitter in her eye, a restless uncertain
glance which showed me the meditated wrong.
On the morning of the trial, when every other
plan had failed, 1 had determined to search
her premises, in the hope of finding something. I( was a happy thought, for in her
escretoir :I discovered duplicate keys of tinlock. With these 1 soon ascertained the workman who had made them, and l>\
whose
order they had been prepared. With this
evidence the proprietress was confronted,
when she testified on the trial. Never shall 1
forget her expression of baffled rage and hate
when I produced my evidence. She looked
more like a demon than a jvontan, and in
look and gesture displayed the intensity of
her malice. On the .lady, the scene had an
effect as sad as unexpected.
Her reason,
that had borne such shocks of grief, gave
way beneath the joy of her acquittal. She
rose to her feet, looked with beaming face at,
her husband, and then, before an arm could
be outstretched to save her, fell hunting to
the floor. From that moment she was hopelessly insane. Months swept by, and as her
Not
reason clouded, her body faded away.
long the poor spirit fretted in the poor frame,
a*d one night she died, died of a broken
heart, a victim of a woman’s plot. [New
Orleans Picayune.
Poisonkd itv a Razor.
A barber named
William Brewster,doing business al ('halbam,
Ontario, about six weeks since, was called to
shave a man whose death was occasioned by"
lung fever; the instrument he used was afterward laid by, lobe used no more as a razor.
But being one morning without a knife, and
desiring to sharpen his pencil, Brewster used
the razor for the purpose, and during'the operation eut a slight gash in the left forefinger.
In an hour or two the finger commenced aching, and continued to grow worse, until the
whole hand and arm were fearfully swollen,
and the flesh, in spots, assumed a mottled
appearance. Having doctored for four weeks,
without success, among the skilled physicians
at Chatham, Brewster came to this city to
seek relief at the St. Mary’s hospital. He had
lost the entire use of the arm, and it had
swollen to four times its natural size, the
flesh emitting a bad odor. [Detroit free
Press.
-—-

sums1.up an article on the
[question in these,words: Tin* modern wife, who demands
everything, but gives
nothing in return, is a libel upon womanhood,
and has a clainf upon nothing but toleration
—Jennie June

woman

or

contempt.

Sound,

Eiivctian Mimmiks. 'The manufacture of
Egyptian mummies is one of the profitable
impositions of Paris. One man alone has
sold no less than HIM) of these interesting relics of the Plolemian era to provincial museIlls export business in counterfeit
ums.
mummies extends over half the globe, even
to Egypt itself, whence they return to Europe with a sort of guarantee of genuineness.
A skull, two fillets of veal, a dog’s skin, and
some linen bands, suffice for all that was
mortal of a Cheops, a Pharoah, a Ptolemy,
or a

I

Cleopalr a.

Noeiiah (Wis.) Times lulls how a
Xeenah theatrical troupe performed at < dayton.
While the house was wailing for the
curtain to rise on the “heartrending scene,"
one unlucky actor
ran against the scenery,
and down came the curtain and all, revealing
a tableau not on the bills.
To sav nothing
of the “posish” of the lady and other actors,
the “star" was beheld in purist iinlurulihu.-;,
attempting to pul a night-gown over bis
head, preparatory to his transformation into
an angel! There was no further performance
that night.
Tin'

Notwithstanding all that has been said
about the reduction ot the public debt, the
fact is that the debt to-day, July 10th, is hunjer by several millions of dollars than it was
one year ago, and several hundreds of millions of dollars larger than on the first day of
November, 18G7. Those who are Haltering
themselves the debt is being constantly reduced will do well to consult the official statements put forth by the United States Treasurer.
They will find very little in those
statements to warrant the belief that the debt
will be paid this year.
«
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li. SH AN &. CO., having purchased the
\1T1LLIAM
▼ V
Stoics, Storehouses and Wharf of II. ,l. AN
DEKSON,.I k., are now opening an entire new lock,
consisting in part <>! the following articles.
FORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA < OFKEE
FLOUR, COFFEE
rjo
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Wanted-Army (iuns and Revolvers. Send lamp tor
price list ot Rides, Shot Onus, Revolvers, to JOHN
STON’S (JUN WORKS, I'iUstmrgli, I’a.

PORK
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A PA N

1 IIA

ST..I AGO
BEEF,
OOLONG
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH. .V.
A lull and complete assortment ot Groceries, which we
im itr purchasers to call and examine, and we will
uiak. prices ati factory.
\VM B. SW AN,
1
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$10.00 PER DAY GUARANTEED
i.k Skwini; M a< mink.
Agents to sell the Home Sih
It makes the i.oi k sun n, Ai.iKi. on both •ti<Ks,ha.the under-feed, and :; equal in every respect to any Sewing Machine r\ er invented, Brice ft* 3. Warranted for
years. Send lor circular. Address .Johnson, i'l aim.
\ Co., Boston, Mass., Bit triburg, Ba., or St. Louis, Mo.
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ise on early errors, its deplorable consequence upon tiltmind and body, with the author's plan ot treatment —the
only rational and successful mode ot cure, a -how n b a
report of cases treated. A truthful advi-er to the married and those contemplating marriage who entertain
doubts ot their physical condition. Sent tree ot postage
to any address on receipt ot to cents, in t un], or postal
currency, by addressing Dr. f.A CUOI X, No. :kt Maiden
fame. Albany, N. Y. The author mav be consulted upon
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Took the highest trial 1'iizes in Im'.T and l!u hit*i»r*st
11 ial I’ri/e* in 1mis.
The (treat Trials tell truth,
look the .Maine State Society’s Medal in IsRS.
So hi one-third ol all bought ill Maine last
year, ten others in the market notwithstanding. The only Mower ottered
in .Maine Hint ever received a trial
lir I 1'ri/e Medal.

Mo.

s-.l-i.v I.II.UKHT L. Ct'RTH,
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tin-need of a \\ heel Kako that
would coinhine tin* good qualities of oilier Hakes,
at the Mime time dispensing with their objectionable
qualities, we have, alter spending much time and labor,
•ecured thede-iivil objecl, and now idler the Will I 1'F
.MOKF, KAKF. to the public with the most unlimited
e iniidi nee
that it will prove all we recommend it to he,
lli-: Hi a r l{ak k
n nn; Mackki.
'i lie principal advantages we claim for this Kuke over
ot jot-, ire
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It has an easy spring seal, which is secured by
theaxle, thereby removing the weigh! of the driver lrom
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nth.
II can be set so the teeth will not quite reach the
grot ml, thereby making it
very desirable as a gleaner.
11 has cleaners to prevent the hu> hanging to the
id 11.
b-et
when emptying the Hake.
I lie teeth are independent ol each other, and
rtli.
win n one is broken it can he replaced in live minutes
without interfering with any ot the other t» th.
Mb. It will rake elcan w ithout scratching up the manure or dirt.
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DR. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
many ol whom consult him in critical cases, because ol
liis acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
*o long experience, practice, and observation.

by

Q11A C K N < 1ST El MM A K E R S,
through false certificates and reterences, and recommendations ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their im-

copy from medical books, much that is written
ol'the. qualities and effects of different herbs and plants,
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
See., most of which, it not all, contain Mercury, because
of t he ancient belief of its
curing everything," hut now
kill more than is cured," ami those not
known to
killed, constitutionally injured lor tile.

positions,

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS
NOSTRUM -MAh F RS.
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China Tea
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Company,

Central Street,
BANGOR,.MAINE.
April 7,1869.
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The celebrated D1L L. D1X
LADILS.
JL particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
to
at
his Looms, *>i Kmlicott St.,
call
Surgical adviser,
Boston, Mass., w hich they w ill find arranged tor their
aeconiuiodation.
special
DP. DJX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch ol the treat men I ol all diseases peculiar
to females, it is now conceded hy all, (both in this couutry and Kurope,) that lie excels all other known practiciom-rs in the sale, speedy and effectual t real men l of all
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public generally,
Teeth w ith exposed neivos treated and tilled.
are prepared with the express purpose
j inal shape.teeth o! the best
quality iuserted at reasonable
diseases, such as debility, weakness, un- Artificial
natural suppressions, enlargements of t he womb, also all rates. Hold unit Sliver Plate taken in exchange. All
it desired.
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Sudbury Street,
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HOWES & 00.

SURGEON DENTIST

female complaints.

a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
sly h*, both medically and surgically, all diseases ol the
female e x, and they are respect fully invited to Call at
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.hi t inihlblii'il, a m-w rdition ol 4'ul%«*r»***ir« CVIeln-tiled K»si«iy on tinvmlicut cure (without liu-dieiin-) ut Sri-u
m A h»j:kh*i a, or Seminal Weakm ss, In
vuliiiiiary seminal Losses, JMHoi'l'N'cv, Mental ami |
I hysieal Incapacity, Impediments t»> Marriage, ete. ; alinduced by selfso,'CoMse MITION, I .I'll.i rsv and l’l
indulgence or sexual extravagance.
Price, in a sealed envelope, only 0 cents.
Thu celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
.lemon! (rates from a thirty year’s successful practice,
that the alarming couse.iuences of sell-abuse maybe radically cured without the dangerous use of internal medicine or the application of the knife; pointing out a mode
of cure at once simple, certain and effectual, by means ol
which e\cry suit'crer, no matter what his condition may
be, may cure liinisi ll cheaply, privately, and radically.
This Lecture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain i-nwlope, to any address,
postpaid, on receipt ol six cenfls, or two post stamp-.
cents.
Also, Dr. ( ulvtrweU’s“ Marriage Huide,” price
(.'HAS. .1. C. KI.l.NK »t (JO.,
Address the Publishers,
IEKcHery Ai«*v* 1 ork, Post Office liox
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Physician ami Surgeon, No. 7 I.ndi ;
Bom'u.n, is consult, d dailv lor all diseu.- j
1o tin- l« male system.
Prolapsus Uteri *<i ;
Fulling ot the NVoml Fluor Alims Suppression, mni
all
otlur menstrual derangements, ure
treated on nev,
I will SuV i pathological principles. and speedy relief guaranteed in a j
Alter this date at l.-duri d pries-- lor m t
,sli.
v.
So invariably certain is tins new mod* j
to tin public that t It i
is th«- best lot ot iMfl lag.
r>
ot treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
(hit liet\
v .-r built iu iR'lList.
it. and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience ill the
cure ol‘diseases ol women than any other physician in
c.mn.it be matched lor pattern, style and linish.
Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may wish
to slay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
licit will suit any one. All warranted Work and best ol
Dr. Dow, since 1S15, having confined his whole atten-toek, and made by MKN, not BOYS, thinking
tion to au office practice torthe cure of Private Diseases
ol in.iking a change in my business l
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
advertise <is above.
United States.
NATHAN Will I1KN.
N. B. -All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
tjucul'
Belfast June‘ct, 1 Slid.
1150
not be answered.
Office hours from S A. >t. to d f. m.
1
y4
Boston, July 25, lstis.
-i<m

\\

BONDS,

1)

INb at the low

To Females in Delicate Health.
entire

Tli

MA

r.

UKALMNti. (il.A/.INi,
i. 11.1»l N t,, ml
11A N< * IN ti executed in tin neatest
tvl«
( AMINS brained, varnished and
pwli.-hed m
Modern and lUsi Style. 1:1.1 Mm painted w
priee than can be Join- .1 am ..I her In \ it
the 1st ot April or Mav.
A I’Ll \i,i
Alw,

CAUTION

.M

A

1
A L»K< ISlo.N ot tin- * omi.ii- mm
>
Revenue, just rrai.. J, u..->e bond- u.
to the Internal revenue tux wi HYI, I l*. I: « I \i
railroad bonds, or bonds i>i\eu b\ t. un-wiein
a railroad, or by wav ol'a lo.iii <d n.-.lii t,.
company,
I his consideration gi\Mellast
itv II
\
Al>VANTA(■ h over the bond-wf
v\
n.l
are subject to this tax, and niakt s them b> i,
!.
desirable investmeiit in the market.
a
Neurly fifty thousand dollar d tfo ••• b.-n
before the decision ul the <..miflis-ioinr vv i- n
and investors \v ill lind it toi tlicit advaut a*. to
no i- urano-o.iii lu given th it an\ :l
immediately,
more than a limiti ■! amount v\ ill be
dispwsi ,| ot ill
rates.
I I Mo. IHoKNWM
tHO
(‘ii v livasuF

3P

may be obtained tortile nostrum. Ii is thus that munv
dect ived, also, and spend large amounts lor
int*iitJ w itJi quackery.
DR. DIX’S
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
all
and
confidential,
may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy ami confidence, whatever inay be the disease, c<.n ;
dition or situation ot any one, married or single.
Medicines sent n> Mail and Expi e.is to all part- <»i the |
United States,
All letters requiting advice must cunt iiu om dollar to
insure an aosw«,
Address Dk. L. Di\, No. I Fndicott St. Boston, M.i--.
Boston Jan. 1 I'*o'.' t vi

Sale!

tl

CITY

I linen Collars and

Call at No. 10 High St

Front the Tea plantation of Unu Ar
Shore to his brother Ooxu AnShowe, the great China Tea Merchant, 2-j Union St., Boston.
This celebrated Tea was first sent
to this country in 18(58, by Ung ArShown, as a present to bis brother,
for lii.s own use and the use of his
lie first raise 1 the tea in
friends,
1805, having got the seed in Canton, and, in 1S08, he gathered seven
chests, and cured it in porcelain
lie and his friends
over a slow tire.
tried it, and found it superior to any
tea they had ever seen before; so
they sent samples to all the great
tea dealers in Canton, llong Kong,
and Pekin, and they all pronounco
it the best tea they had ever seen.
It h as all the good ipialilies of JaNatural
pan, Oolong, and Hyson.
Leaf, perfectly pure, delightful Haver, and very strong.
They wanted to engage all he could raise for
their trade; hut he sends ii, all to
his brother in Boston, and we have
what we want of it for our trade
here.
We warrant this to suit all
lovers of tea; also to be better than
can hi1 bought in the United Stales
for $1.25 per pound, and we sell it,
at the low price of $1.10 per lb.
Come', or send and try il.

Foundry.
(
l>. F I 1,1,1).

sign

ClOMMKNOF.ilENT

Just Arrived

"

dispatch.

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAC.I

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
remedy, he relies upon Mi in I'ltv.aud gi*»-a it
patients, in Pills, Drops, See., so the .v -trum

no other
to all his

H. L. LORD’S.

Chests

Have a splendid Assortment of s-.i; i»..r W A I
I’AKI.oH FI UM 11 UK. Co.ii d with llair 11
hi
Itepps, flic., Hitting Uoom Furniture, < utay.
Furniture, Kxtru Hair M.dtp <-,• spi ing p.. ,i
bedsteads, ( hairs ot all vat ieth *. in tact
n.
the way ul F'urniture.
Wc manufacture most ot our good
and .mpi.
hest of workmen, which u .hlcs u- to otter cieui u.
incuts to all w ho want really good F uniiture n low
All goods ol our own inanutucluic are warrant, a
soid to go Into the country will h«» packed w ith
('all and see. Ship( ahiu. t W oil. :.n.i
ol all description* done l. older.
r
h..j.

AND

maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts
Specific, Antidote, Sec., both relying upon its effects in
curing ,i few in a hundred, it is trumpeted In various
throughout the land; but, alas I nothing is said ui
day U 'V KDNKSbW ,.lulv Hill ways
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse amt
Candidates fur* admission t«» college will be exare left to linger and suffer for months or years, until iv
amined in ADAMS HAM., on Friday, July Utli, at S
licwd or cured, ii possible, by competent physicians.
o'clock, A. M.; also on the opening of the college term
on ill C I iS DA Y, Sept, cd.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
President.
SAMIJF.L IIaUHIS,
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts art known to
IHvPJ
Brunswick, June H, isbd.
some ouaek doctors and uoHium makers, yet, regardless
ot the tile and health .J others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it Is contained in their
no.-tnuns. so that the “usual fee" may be obtained for
protessedly curing, or “the dollar," or fraction of it,"
CTFFS AT

Cray's

jjt >\\.

mtljlVA ®T

A FFI.I( I ED AND. TN Ft >RTUX A I I..
be not robbed amt add to your sufferings in being deceived
by tin* lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises
amt pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little ot the nature and character ot Special
Diseases, arul less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ol the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names ot those inserted in tin- diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived

are

1,373

±

avoid and escape imposition ol foreign and native
more numerous in Boston than m other large
cit.es,

Me

FURNlTURt
MATHEWS

i

BELFAST,

To

I I.IX«:l&T 1,. C fi fee'i fl S.
Went

by

«*N1.\
KEtil l.AK (.i:\lft AIK fllV-lt|AN
A I * V KRIISINti IN' BOSTON,

l.IM;.

No. ii. i‘ii !•:\ i \

Bowdoin College.

roll's

i.

Belfast,

CARLF,

Also lor sale
"mosds
<i T A I

ue\.

quacks,

The Agricultural Wareliouyo and Hardware) Store ol

F. A

ii.

seen

|vi/.-

WOOD'S IMPROVED

Matin al Huosick Tails. N. Y.

long

nAVlN<«

Heraombor tlio Place-*
Chios'.I

patients

STRANGERS AND TRAVEL!.I RS.

••

--OO

that

1 1 \ NTS'

EiEU)

Special

F.itentod February 4th, 1868.

He la-tnrn* thank- lor the liberal |i.t!ronrtge heretofore
»veei\ id. and ins ill*.* the public t.» rail ail.I
tin
in.-hi* Stock, sati lied tint he can-eil th m
Si ITS ( Hi;Al'i;i: than they ran be
bought elsew here,

,,

FURNITURE!

SIXTEEN YEARS
m/a/ed in treatment of
Diseases, a tact so well
know n to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, itc., that lie is much recommended, and par
ticularly to

tin lonest ra»lfe pi ivi‘9.

al

v

|

1 In Stenmutitp »» H ll It lit I In
Hill liMVn KoUi’j \\ lull, ll.-luu lur I'
fur evi-ry Hiumdayat 1i M., ...
ueitast, sandy roint, Hucksport and Wiuterp.it.
turning will h ave W int. rport .\<i\ Mondav at
M., touching at the .hme ports. i’?n..h! t.k.t. ,i
sonutdc Tates.
«■ I.» M m A ( O
4g«ol,
'%«*. :>£ tlahi ^in (
Lifltast. Oct. i»».
11■

IlmflloiU Utreet. Hontou. tl.m«.

WHITTEMORE’S

1

t-o >.

MK li(

boldly asserts, [aml it cannot be coutrudicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anythin/, even perjui tin in
-l ives, to impose upon ]>atieuis,
that he

I. Kllllt*.

v

Boston and Penobscot River

DR. DIX

iIIm; i.ouiis at

K.

f ii

arranged

so

11 M< >K I

(

ou Monday, April
th
it 1..
P. M., or on the arrival ot the
h\piv*s | ju
Boston. Leaving Belfast on
Monday, W. dm u,
Friday mornings at o'clock.
Passengers will t.e ticketed through to Boston u
intermediate stations, arm ing the sain, evenmKettiming will leave Portland every Motid u \\
day and Friday e\enlng, ut lo (/clock.
I he Richmond is one ot the
strong( -t and iK t
e\er built, ot remarkable
.ml.ui
-peed clean mol
Passengers are assured that « ver\ pun- ,11 t.
u
ensure their comfort and -at t*

*il. fiav
Recollect, illo only entrance to hi- office is
in/ no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can »i. v p<i -m
hesitate applying at his office.

L homes, \... in. 11i -li St

1,ii.i:.\i.

ol

ami % OHl.ii, l.tueii Huih
tinier
aliiiei.is.

Also

is

Ii 1

leaving Portland

by all Drugglstsln Beliast.

W k " 11H
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OF A FI. KIN 1 IS AT
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PRIVATE MEDICAL OFK hi,

to ini,tint the public that he h
l.'ih l.l\ J. 1 > a splendid new tuck ol

JIT Y

<»***• w 'I

I'EAVY,

mv

•.

STL AM lit CITl or KH ll.Mi.M; I,
1. been put in complete outer tm pa-t uim
commence her regular thrice
weekly trips h.-tw,,
land and landings on the Penobscot Riy.r .i. t

Clothing! Clothing!

).l

a

Steamer & Railroad
—

■

Ha* the

Ilh

,,

Quickest and Easiest Honte to Boston1

aud

Belfast, Maine,

GrOC.)IDs

I'lu nix. R..vv

1

WHARF.
gKo. G. M El l

Belfast, Juuc

I. fiOIl KM & t O.

SrRIN Gr

Ml

at j o'do'k I*. At.

livery

1

ROW.

FRIDAYS,

Ul

Boatun. |:i.50. To K.»n ell. >4
W“All freight must he accompanied by Steam,
ceipts in duplicate. Kn ight bills nuot 'b.■ p.„ I
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SEIF ABUSE AND SOLITARY HA BUS,
Their effects and consequence*;
mUIJi ■ * XO III Hill €J.
cent -,
SPEU1AL AILMENTS ANI> SITUATIONS,
By sending
1 with age, height, color ot oh and hair, von will
.4
Young men who have iujurtucident to Married and Single Ladle*
receive by return mail, a correct picture ot your future
d thr-m«elvc*s hy certain secret habits, which unlit
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
husband or wile, with name and dateot marriage. Ad- them lor busines-,
pleasure, or the duties ot married life;
dress \\
I»»\. B. O. Drawer No •, 1 ul!ou\ilit-, New also middle
aged and old men, who, from the lollies ol Mercurial Affections; Kruptious and all diseases ol the
York.
)outh, or othe causes, led a debility in advance of their Skin; l leers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
ear.
before
s
} laeing themselves under the treatment of the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness ; t onstitu
‘‘
i'he .Secret Friend.
am one, should first read
Married tionai aud other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
ladies will leirn something ol importance by perusing vatioed, at all ag< a, ot
The Secret Friend." Sent to any address, in a sealed
BOTH SEXES, SINGI.E OK MARRIED.
envelope, on receipt of \*. cents. Addle.- 1 >R. < H A liLK.S
t
(
h
i
t
Alt
I
A.
Mass.
o.,
Itoston,
lyrl:
D LI Hi. Ii. Ill l k
**.

10r

M*

»■

Ili.Nin S. UK II, will run as loilovvBELFAST tor BOSTON. MnNDAV
NESDAY. and FRIDAYS at .'o'clock I’. M.
HETI lt\l\4„
R'-ave BOSTON Tor BEEKAS T. MONDAYS

tailing to cure in loss lime than any
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
lirs ivstruinl from occupation or hss exposure to ull
w rather, with safe and pleasant medicines.
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else

not harm it.

New and

i■

I*. JOHNSON, and

A I* I. .1.
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be found so desirable.
neither oil nor dye, it does
not soil white
cambric, and yet lasts
long on the hair, giving it a rich glossy
lustre and a grateful perfume.

nothing

f:

1
i

of

some

71li,

< jam mo l *< j i

hair

preparations dangerous
injurious to tlie hair, the Vigor

ti l l I.R SI Bid A

<}. P.

j
j

*

FREIGHTS KKl I CED

Free
prevent baldness.
from those deleterious substances which
make

<

Trips Per Week

■

consequently

>

j

o.N and alter June

1m.

soon

y (tilth.
is thickencd, fiilliug lin.ir rhdcked, aud baldness often, though
not
always, cured
by its use. Nothing can restore the
hair where the follicles are destroyed,
or the glands
atrophied and decayed,
lint such as remain can be .saved for
usefulness by this application.
Instead
of fouling the hair with a
paste sediment, it will keep it c lean and vigorous.
It occasional use will
prevent the hair
from turning gray or falling utf, and

For the

SHOT GUNS

or ['■
/
restor'd
to its original <„/(,,■
With tin
gloss and

Faded

is

Tii in

and

Jia-> 1 F.Ki I N<, EXCHANGE,
ah- in Hi ins to suit.

Three

freshness

FROM

England, Ireland

ARRANGEMENT FOR I HE SEASON OK
Two Steamers on tin Route

healthy, and effectual
for preserving
the
lane

the American lloii-'c

-00-

which

agreeable,

once

hair.

nr

BOOKSTORE,

TICK E I S

dressing

is at

CLEVELAND, DETROIT, &c.
at

BOSTON ami LOWELL.

restoring Gray Hair to
Vitality and Color.

THROUGH TICKETS
WASHBURN S

Ml’SKirr

Vigor,

NIAGARA FALLS,
DUNK IR K, S A I -AM A N< A

For sale

Line!
Independent
For

its natural

BOSTON, NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBUKG,
ALBANY, BUFFALO,

Via

GREAT SUN5UN CHOP

—

squadrons
was lying

TO ALL I'OIXTS

1710

Aromatic

Hair

DOLLAR

ONLY OYE

SANFOltlVS

Ayer’s

writes from New Orleans:—

“Into the uncompleted Custom House,upon which General Beauregard was working
when lie abandoned architecture for the field,
we went, admiring the grand design and the
ponderous masonry of the building. In the
rooms where the troops were quartered during the war, we found the desks of busy
clerks, surrounded by piles of official papers
In the basement
and bundles of red tape.
was the postoffice, occupying nearly the whole
Moor, and its entrance tilled at all hours of
the day with ay anxious-faced crowd. <>n
the second Moor, the way to which is up the
same old rickctty plank stairs, is the room occupied by General Longstreet. lie was then'
when we went in, and greeted us in a very
cordial manner, appearing as much at home
a fat Custom
as any other man should in
If a man ever has reason to
House office.
smile, it is when he gets into the Custom
House, for it is one of the neatest, prettiest,
jolliest, laziest positions ever held by man.
General Hood is running a commission
store on the second Moor of a stone building on
He was very sociable, and talka side street
ed freely about the war, and said he regretted nothing he had done, and would do the
Sami' lighting over again if lie had a chance.
He said when he succeeded General Johnston
THE VICTIM OF A PLOT.
in command of the western ('onfederate army
lie was only
A
THE KXl'KKIENCE or A 1>H- he knew the game was up.
llAPTEi: IN
lighting to save his honor. The‘revolution’
TEI'TIV E.
was crushed when Vicksburg fell, and he
There is nothing so cruel tt= selfishness. said so at that time. He said it was painful
Before its baleful influence the good of our for him to talk about the lost cause, and lie
|
nature is made dumb, and the evil runs riot. ilnl not nice in reran me war.
Bitv is flung aside as a foolish emotion, apid
General Beauregard is President of the
the heart is imperviou- to all that i- generous Xew Orleans and.Jackson It lilroad, and has
It leads to avarice and is the pa- his office in a tine marble -front I• 11ih 1 i 11• in
and noble.
It sunders friendships, and the wealthiest
rent ofcrime.
lie made
part of the city.
tenderer ties are broken to satisfy the worst little or ho reference to the war. Inn c..nlined
and most despicable instincts of our nature. his conversation to the commercial conveti
a laNot many years ago. said Mr. F
I rom
lion and the condition of the railroad-.
dy, whom 1 had known long and well, f>■ 11 a w hat he said and our own experience, we convictim to this evil passion.
Voting, beautiful, cluded that nearly all the railroads in the
and accomplished, she bad many friends. South were almost as bad stock to invest in
She was married to a gentleman whom she as Southern Confederacy bonds, Nearly e vloved devotedly. Previous to her marriage, ery one had borrowed money at. the North
in order to support a widowed mother, she before the war, and when the Confederacy
connected herself w ith a fashionable millin- confiscated these sums to -the powers that
ery establishment on Canal street, and, liy were;" and, being now obliged to pay these
her cultivated taste and exquisite skill, soon debts to the lawful creditors, they have berendered herself indi-pensihle to the estab- come poor as a church mouse."
lishment. Although retired from society,
there were many in it who still remembered
THE QUEEN AND MR. PEABODY.
her as the young and accomplished danghter
It would be difficult for any one to pay
of a wealthy merchant, honoring her inde- a more delicate or more
graceful compliment
pendence of character and applauding her than that which Queen Victoria lias-just paid
iitial piety. In time she wont lie alfeetions of to our munificent countryman, George Peathe gentleman whom she subsequently mar- body. Mr. Peabody, as it is well understood,
ried, and much to the surprise and dissatis- left England very unexpectedly, and without
faction other employer announced her intenallowing his departure to be known beyond a
tion of speedilv withdrawing from her estab- narrow circle of his friends. But the fact of
lishment.
Kvery motive was offered her to his embarkation, and of his extremely feeble
change her resolution. It was frankly ad health, found its way into the English jour
mitted that her place could not lie -applied : nals. and soon came to the knowledge of her
the ladv said that custom w ould desert, her,
majesty, who. with that goodness ol heart
and ruin would follow on the heels of their which was
always characterized her. and
considerations
These
induced
separation.
which Americans have never failed to apbe
her to remain until her place could
sup- preciate and admire, gat e immediate e\pivs>plied : but this did not interfere with the mar- i11m to her feelings in the following autograph
riage, that took place as announced. Find- note, which, we learn, has been received In
ing that the holy was determined to go. the Mr. Peabody within a few day past. and of
proprietress conceived tin* most hitter di-like which we have been fortunate enough to ob
for her, while yet maintaining an appearance tain a
copy :
of friendship. The innate sellishness of her
•‘WlNtssO!; (Mill /
nature was aroused, and she thought bitterly
dune ;‘0, 1 St.itt.
S
of the lady w ho preferred her own happiness
••The Queen is very sorry that Mr PeaShe imaginto the interest of her employer.
body’s sudden departure has made ii impo
ed herself greatly injured, and site brooded slide for her to see him before he left Eng
over
some
of
plan
revenge. land, and she is concerned to hear that lie i
long and ardently
She eared not if it wrecked the character of
gone in bad health.
her victim, and destroyed in tln ir bloom all
“She now w rites him a line to rxprr-- her
the flowers of her life. Treacherous, vindicthat he may return to this country quite
hope
tive, and passionate, her evil mind planned a recovered, and that she may then have the
cruel wrong, and carried ii out unrelentingly.
opportunity, of which she has now been de
The proprietress had in her possession some
prived, of seeing him and offering him her
costly laces, which she prized above all things personal thanks for all he has done for her
ill her house. They were very beautiful, and
people.”
The note wa- transmitted by Mr. Arthur
many a fair votary of fashion had oflered fabulous prices for them. One morning these
Helps, me clerk of the Privy Council, wln>
laces w ere reported to have been stolen, and. adds that the Queen also commanded him do
incredible as it appeared to her triends, tin be sure and charge Mr. Peabody to report
young wife was accused of the larceny. I himself on his return to England.
[Boston
never shall forget the look of indignant sur
Post.
scorn
which
she
with
prise, the immeasurable
received the accusation, she stood before
Ciik kits in ms Mir. Xat., a friend of
the officer like some young Bythoness, her
ours, is very poor, rather light fingered and,
the
slender
and
form
tall,
flashing,
great eyes
ii is s;iid. not so bright us his parents could
1 had seen crimdrawn to its fullest height.
The other day Xat was passing n
wish.
the
the
beauin
inals
young,
many disguises,
brood of chickens, and immediately caught
so
none
ever
counterfeited
but
tiful, the rich:
a
fine one to carry home. II had not gone
virtue, or masked themselvc- in innocence so far, however, before he saw the owner coineffectually. I turned my glance toward .Mr. ing up the road, and not knowing what to do
L.. and I saw at once that my feelings were w ith the chicken toconccal it, at last succeed
the same as his. 1 would have staked my ed in
crowding it into his hat which he again
life upon the lady’s perfect innocence. But
placed on his head,. But the chicken, ha\
lour eon fictions could not aid her in 1 hi .-t rail,
ing a longing for liberty, and being also
or prove to those who were already prejudicfor air, managed to thrust it- head
pressed
we
in
which
were
ed the convictions
already
an opening in Nat’s straw hat.
Nat
through
certain.
was presently accosted with :
ller trunks were searched, and the laces
“\Vhat have you in your hat?"
found in them. Until then -lie had treated
“Nothing but my head," said Xat.
the charge with scorn, hut now her feelings
“But I see a chicken's head stick ing; throuoh
underwent a change. The indignant blood
the top of it
that had stained neck and face receded, and
Xat taking off his hat and looking at it in
the poor creature, with a cry like despair,
astonishment, exclaimed :
leigned
sank, sobbing, on the floor. To the careless
how do you s’pose that critter come
“Wall,
and unthinking the proof seemed so clear in there? He must crawled
upmy»trow er
there was no room for doubt. Her husband
stood by, uncertain how to act. 1 hated him
from that moment for his vacillation and unAwoltl) w anl'KD. An officer of the I'nited
certainty. He should have seen as 1 had seen States marine corps, who vouches for its accuhe
Still
her
innocent.
that she was
procured
racy, sends us the following contribution to
bail, and tried manfully to procure her acquit- the humorous recollections of the rebellion
tal.
Myself and Mr. B. worked day and “One afternoon, about the close of the war,
night upon the ease, and on the very day of in April, l.xGb, a part of the I’nited State
the trial, obtained a clue which led lo her acstationed in Albemarle
q intuit.
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